
  

 

 

Our Mission Statement: 

 

 

“Through a fun, balanced program, in a camp  

family atmosphere with positive role models, 

 William Lawrence Camp encourages the  

intellectual, social, emotional, and physical  

development of the whole boy in a caring, 

 nurturing, spirited,  

challenging, yet safe environment. 

 

While allowing a kid to be a kid, the camp seeks to 

enhance positive values and skill development 

leading to a productive and responsible adulthood.  

The camp experience builds character and 

fellowship, provides new and different experiences, 

improves group living skills, provides an 

opportunity to meet people from different 

backgrounds and countries, and fosters an 

appreciation of nature and the environment.  Each 

camper is encouraged to increase self esteem, 

realize his potential, share and develop his 

personality, develop lasting friendships, and 

become a part of the camp family, which many 

consider a second home.” 

 

 

WILLIAM LAWRENCE CAMP  
 

139 Federal Corner Road 
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Center Tuftonboro, New Hampshire 03816 

Tel:  (603) 569-3698 

Fax:  (603) 569-5468 

Email:  knoll@wlcamp.org 

Website:  www.wlcamp.org 
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The William Lawrence Staff Handbook has been revised for the 2017 season.  This document 

provides a general framework and specific guidelines for life in the camp community.  Please 

read this document carefully.  YOU ARE EXPECTED TO KNOW ITS CONTENTS UPON 

YOUR ARRIVAL AT CAMP. 

 

This document outlines expectations for you as an employee of William Lawrence Camp.  It 

can serve as a handy reference when questions or issues arise.  Always remember that camp is 

for the campers.  In signing your employment contract, you will be agreeing that you will 

abide by the camp’s policies and expectations of you. 

 

During staff training week, we will review the contents of the Staff Handbook.  As a document 

such as this is never totally complete, it can be expected that it will be amended as issues arise 

and as clarification is needed. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 

 
WILLIAM LAWRENCE CAMP 
 

Since its founding in 1913, the purpose of William Lawrence Camp has been to provide a safe, wholesome 

atmosphere where each boy can safely and happily live, work, and play together with his fellow campers.  Four 

words symbolize the William Lawrence Camp Spirit.  Taking the first letter of these words we have W.L.C.S., 

which stands for Willingness, Loyalty, Comradeship and Sportsmanship.   These ideals are consistently 

stressed throughout camp life.  All staff have an obligation to promote these ideals and to act in the best inter-

ests of the campers.  The cornerstone of camp is the relationship between camper and staff.  For that reason, it 

is important to outline what is expected of you as a leader and staff member.  A leader’s job is a real job, filled 

with opportunity and one that enables you to use your knowledge and abilities to benefit the lives of growing 

boys.   

 

“Campers are watching your life much more than they are listening to your counsel.” 

 

 

HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY AND MISSION 
 

Founded in 1913, William Lawrence Camp is incorporated as a not-for-profit institution to serve the needs of 

youth.  We are amongst the oldest camps in the United States. Located on over 250 acres of woodlands and 

fields and a half-mile of shore frontage on Lower Beech Pond, William Lawrence is a relatively small camp 

serving boys from ages 8 through 16. We strive to offer a well-balanced program where a boy can participate in 

a variety of outdoor activities not readily available in their day-to-day lives at home. 

 

Originally a religious camp affiliated with the Episcopal Church, the camp was named in honor of the re-

nowned Episcopal Bishop William Lawrence. Bishop Lawrence was an early advocate of camping and 

was committed to providing healthy opportunities for youth. Campers were recruited from Episcopal parishes 

throughout the northeast. Bible study and Sunday services were a regular part of the program. Still embracing  

a philosophy of teaching the importance of commonly shared values and ideals, in the late sixties the camp 

discontinued its affiliation with the church and modified the program accordingly.  

 

The essence of our present philosophy and purpose is set forth in our current Mission Statement as drafted by 

the camp’s Board of Trustees.  

 

PLEASE RE-READ THE MISSION STATEMENT ON THE FRONT COVER.  

 

It is absolutely critical that we understand the essence and meaning of our mission.  The Mission Statement is 

our guide toward the implementation of an effective camp program.  It is the basis on which we are able to at-

tract campers to William Lawrence Camp and is clearly evident in the content of our brochure, the camp video 

and our website. 

 

 

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

From the Mission Statement, we can develop more specific goals and objectives for our campers and, in many 

cases, for ourselves.  These are not necessarily in any order of importance and the list is not necessarily all-

inclusive.  You may wish to suggest others. 
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Our goals and objectives include: 

 

1. Allowing campers to develop self-confidence, self-respect and an appreciation for one’s self-worth as an 

individual. 

 

2. Providing good fellowship and an environment that promotes the development of new friendships. 

 

3. Creating an environment in which there are opportunities for understanding people with various 

backgrounds and experiences. 

 

4. Providing opportunities to develop a sense of world-mindedness and to work for worldwide 

understanding and fellowship. 

 

5. Realizing the worth of all persons and striving for cooperative inter-group understanding and inter-

personal relationships. 

 

6. Providing opportunities for campers to take initiative and develop leadership skills as well as 

‘followership’ skills. 

 

7. Providing an environment for growth as a responsible member of a community. 

 

8. Achieving and maintaining physical fitness, mental well-being and spiritual awareness. 

 

9. Developing an appreciation of and respect for natural resources and the environment. 

 

10. Creating an environment in which imaginative thought can be practiced. 

 

11. Sharing in the responsibility for the success of the camp program and the well-being of its people. 

 

 

BILL OF RIGHTS FOR CHILDREN 
 

Camp is for the campers.  As staff, we have a tremendous responsibility toward our campers.  A lot is at stake.  

How we handle ourselves in the camp community and how we deal with campers is extremely important to the 

quality of the child’s total camp experience and their overall development. 

 

We, as staff, therefore pledge to the campers: 

 

1. That we will preserve their right to be children, while they are still children and to let them progress at 

their rate…not ours. 

 

2. That they will have respect from adults and be kept free from physical, sexual and emotional abuse. 

 

3. That we will function within reasonable boundaries; that we will know, learn, and abide by the policies 

and procedures of camp and that we will communicate expectations to campers so that they can perform 

properly. 

 

4. That we will allow them to learn new things and to achieve new skills: to risk, to dare, to try something 

new without the stigma of failure because from this comes enhanced self-esteem (having good feelings 

about oneself). 

 

5. That they have the right to make new friends amongst those who may be different. 
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1.   

2.  

 

6. That we will attempt to have a successful group experience, with give and take, coupled with cooperation 

and competition. 

 

7. That all children will have the opportunity to have value-forming experiences. 

 

8. That all campers will have the opportunity to play, to have a good time, to laugh, to sing and to tell stories. 

 

9. That they will learn the value and dignity of meaningful work and to accept the responsibility of doing the 

very best that they can. 

 

 

 

 

TRADITIONAL SONGS & CHEERS 

 

Singing is an important part of camp life.  Please learn the following traditional William Lawrence Camp songs. 

 

FOR LAWRENCE WE STAND        L-A-W-R-E-N-C-E 

 

For Lawrence we stand,         L-A-W-R-E-N-C-E, Boom! 

It is the best camp in the land.        Lawrence, our Lawrence, we’ll sing to thee. 

Loyal and true,         Fairest of summer camps,  

Are the boys of White and Blue.        Give her the three times three. 

And when the game is at its height,                    Oh!  Fellows.  Long may we  cherish her, 

You’ll see them fight with all their might.       Faithful we’ll be. 

Three cheers for Lawrence Camp,       Lawrence, our Lawrence, 

And for its spirit and it’s might.       For you and for me. 

Rah!  Rah!  Rah!      

 

For Lawrence we stand,     

It is the best camp in the land.    

Loyal and true,      

Are the boys of White and Blue.    

And when the sun is sinking low, 

Then you’ll see the campfires glow.   

Three cheers for Lawrence Camp,    

And for its spirit and its might.    

Rah!  Rah!  Rah!  
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II.  GENERAL LEADERSHIP GUIDELINES 

 

 
DEDICATION 
 

Each staff person is chosen because of the perception that he or she will contribute positively to the camp program 

and to the camp’s ideals.  During the pre-camp training period, the details of the job will be clarified. We will re-

view camp policies and procedures, program and child care expectations, and complete preparations for the open-

ing of camp. 

 

Sensitive and proper conduct of staff members is the key factor in assuring the current and future success of Wil-

liam Lawrence Camp.  Each staff member is expected to adjust their personal habits and conduct to the customs, 

policies, requirements and expectations of the camp. 

 

You dedicate yourself to the health, safety and welfare of our campers, a commitment that continues 24 hours each 

day.  You are a constant guide and inspiration to the children of parents who willingly and in good faith send them 

to us for a unique experience.  It is expected that you will remain vigilant, caring and industrious in the execution 

of your duties and dedicated to the service of youth as they live and grow at William Lawrence Camp. 

 

 

BEING A POSITIVE ROLE MODEL 
 

It is important as staff to understand the value of setting a positive example and how much it helps the whole com-

munity.  Senior staff must set the pace and the tone for younger staff.  If you do a great job in your area and all of 

your daily duties, you will be an inspiration for the growth of younger staff into jobs of greater responsibility.  All 

staff can set a good example for campers, but remember that this can also be true in reverse.  If, in front of the 

campers, you complain about the food, long days, etc. the campers may pick up that same attitude. 

 

To command respect, a counselor must be a wholesome, positive role model at all times.  One slip and the image is 

tainted: you will lose the respect of the camper.  Staff must always be in control of their actions, language and tem-

per.  There must be an aura of positive enthusiasm surrounding a staff person’s attitude and actions.  Enthusiasm is 

contagious with children, and there is no effective substitute for it. 

 

The underlying assumption at camp is that the campers always come first!  You are responsible for the safety of 

any and every camper at all times.  Even if you are not the boy’s leader (or have unassigned time), DO NOT HESI-

TATE to properly correct a camper who is out of bounds, engaged in a dangerous activity or breaking any camp 

rule.  Also, do not hesitate to offer praise and encouragement when appropriate. 

 

It is also important that as staff we continue to develop new friendships within our own community.  Returning 

staff should welcome and help the new staff by avoiding old cliques.  Include the new staff in the old stories, camp 

jokes and start making some new ones.  This sense of inclusiveness should apply throughout the camp community, 

for both campers and staff. 

 

 

PERSONAL BEHAVIOR 
 

WLC staff are both leaders and role models.  Therefore, it is assumed that you will monitor your personal behav-

ior.  This means refraining from alcohol and drug use, and avoiding profanity.  We in no way wish to alter the be-

liefs of individuals with regard to these areas of personal life; instead we seek to provide socially acceptable mod-

els for children. Since our behavior reflects on the caliber of the camp, we will attempt to  demonstrate maturity, 

poise, discretion, sensitivity, good health habits, good grooming, and a law-abiding  life-style.  Each employee is 

expected to act with professionalism. 
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WLC staff are to maintain the good will of the organization by handling personal problems or complaints in  

a responsible fashion.  Problems or complaints should be resolved with the specific individual involved.     

Additionally, staff should always go up the line to their direct supervisor or to the Director until the issue is 

successfully resolved.  Staff should NEVER take personal problems or complaints to the campers.      

Discussing problems or complaints with campers or gossiping or griping with other staff members tends to   

be destructive and undermines the spirit of cooperation and goodwill which is central to the camp’s mission. 

 

Staff should also consider the following: 

 

 Recognize that your term of employment is for the full season and that you are expected to    

remain as effective on the last day as the first. 

 

 You should be prepared to execute your responsibilities day in and day out with enthusiasm and 

commitment and to the best of your abilities. 

 

 You must use your time off prudently to gain the rest you need to remain effective. 

 

Remember that the campers come first, and your personal behavior and lifestyle will have a significant impact 

on the quality of each camper’s experience at William Lawrence Camp. 

 

 

APPEARANCE 
 

Appearance of all staff members is subject to the approval of the Director.  Reasonable, conventional, neat and 

clean clothing is expected.  Earrings, various body piercing and/or unconventional jewelry on male staff is 

inappropriate.  Hair should be short and well groomed. 

 

When staff shirts are to be worn for an event, such as opening day, visiting day, or a unit day, shirts must be 

clean and tucked in. 

 

 

PREPARING FOR YOUR CAMPERS 
 

We ask both the camper and the parents to complete detailed questionnaires prior to the camper’s arrival.   

These provide us valuable insights as to why the boy is coming to camp, what activities he hopes to participate 

in, what his fears are about camp, whether he will be prone to homesickness, etc.  It is critical that we are 

aware of the goals and expectations of each camper before he arrives. 

 

Our Mission Statement refers to our commitment to a caring and nurturing environment, where each camper is 

encouraged to increase self-esteem, realize his potential, share and develop his personality, develop lasting 

friendships and become a part of the camp family.  The information in the questionnaires can help us im-

mensely in seeing that the boy becomes comfortable in his new surroundings quickly and is able to have a 

rewarding experience at William Lawrence Camp. 

 

Time will be set aside prior to the arrival of campers for the cabin leaders to review the questionnaires.  YOU 

WILL BE EXPECTED TO KNOW EACH OF THE CAMPERS IN YOUR CABIN BEFORE THEY 

ARRIVE. 
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RELATING WITH PARENTS 
 

Cabin leaders and other staff will interact with camper parents on opening day, visiting day, closing day and 

through camper monthlies (end of the month letters).  It is imperative that camp staff present themselves well in 

order to reassure these parents that their boy is in good hands.  Parents are entrusting us with their most pre-

cious possession.  They want both verbal and non-verbal assurances that their child will be safe, happy, and 

well cared for. 

 

Parents will be watching you extremely closely during the few interactions you have with them.  You need to 

show yourself to be the professional that you are.  When asked by a parent how their son is doing, it is im-

portant that your answer be personalized and positive and reflects your understanding of their child’s camp 

experience. 

 

All telephone correspondence with a camper’s parents will be handled by the Director or his designee.  A lead-

er should never call a parent on the telephone unless specifically instructed to do so by the Director. 

 

The process of recruiting campers is an involved one.  We CANNOT lose otherwise happy families because of 

a parent’s perception that the camp employs insensitive and under-involved staff. 

 

CAMPER MONTHLIES AND POSTCARDS 
 

Cabin leaders have the responsibility of writing postcards and camper monthlies to parents.  These are general-

ly the only two written documents which parents receive from us about how their child is doing.  To an enor-

mous degree, these two correspondences reflect the quality of camper care and their importance cannot be  em-

phasized enough.  Parents will be expecting letters to show insights about their child beyond simply what activ-

ities the child participated in.  Letters to parents should demonstrate a familiarity with their son.  Staff  develop-

ment meetings will assist you in completing these. 

 

Cabin leaders will be responsible for writing a postcard (provided by the camp) to each of his camper’s parents, 

which you will be asked to turn in to the office within the first few days of camp.  More information about the 

postcard will be provided during staff week, but the general purpose is to let the parents know their child is 

doing well and adapting to camp life. 

 

Toward the end of a camper’s stay at camp, the leaders are responsible for writing a ‘camper monthly’.   

A camper monthly is written to the parents, providing insights about their son’s experience at William Law-

rence.  At weekly staff development meetings, cabin leaders will be asked to complete a report on each child in 

their cabin, which will be reviewed by the senior staff. The information gathered is immensely helpful when it 

is time to write your monthlies. 

 

Camper monthlies are to be submitted to the Director or his designee for review before the end of a session so 

they can be sent out on the camper’s last day at camp.  These letters must be carefully written, neat, insightful 

and meaningful.  Staff will be trained in writing quality camper monthlies.  Keep in mind that this is our final 

interaction with these families for the camp season and we wish to leave them with a good impression. 

 

Camper monthlies that are poorly written will be handed back to you to be re-written.  Resources will be avail-

able to help you if you need assistance.  Unfortunately, camper monthlies and postcards not submitted on time 

may lead to a delay in or loss of time off. 

 

ACTIVITY LEADERSHIP 

 
Most staff members have activity responsibilities.  These include being able to teach campers with a broad 

range of abilities from beginner to advanced, developing lesson plans, being responsible for the activity area  
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and equipment, submitting weekly camper activity expense reports, and being available to campers who wish 

to learn the activity during their unscheduled time.  Activity leaders are also responsible for preparing end-of-

session inventories and reports. 

 

In all activities, we emphasize the camp ideals of willingness, loyalty, comradeship and sportsmanship.  These 

will be reviewed during staff week. 

 

Of particular importance is our treatment of and respect for equipment. All equipment is held in its respective 

storage facility. These include the athletic shed, the boathouse, the tripping building and more. Equipment 

should be returned to its proper place when use is finished. It is also important that equipment that accidentally  

finds its way into the woods or to the bottom of the lake be retrieved before the activity ends. 

 

 

DINING HALL LEADERSHIP 

 

We all share the responsibility for creating an atmosphere of  “gracious living” at meal times.  This means 

maintaining a reasonable noise level at the table, respecting the needs and feelings of others, and observing 

appropriate table manners.  We can agree to break our bread, say “please” and “thank you”, use our napkins, 

pass food politely, and avoid waste.  As each meal winds down, it is common for the energy and noise level of 

the dining hall to increase with spirited chants and songs.  This is an important component of camp life and is 

strongly encouraged.  The meal ends with announcements.  When announcements are being made, appropriate 

quiet should be maintained.  Don’t throw manners away just because you are at camp.  Dining hall procedures 

and behavioral expectations will be reviewed in detail during staff week. 
 

Meals are a great opportunity to get to know your campers.  Table assignments in the dining hall are by cabin.  

Counselors are expected to sit at each end of the table.  Additional staff assigned to the cabin should be inter-

spersed among the campers.  Meal times are a time for observing the boys and getting a sense as to how they 

are doing; are they eating properly, are they incommunicative and reclusive etc.  More importantly, are they 

missing!  (Missing camper procedures will be discussed during Staff Week.) 

 

When eating outside, it is important that the same level of check-in that we have in the dining hall take place.  

Staff are expected to eat with and monitor their campers, particularly their attendance.  A camper who is not at 

the meal is likely in need of attention and may be at risk. 

 

 

TRIP LEADERSHIP 
 

If you are chaperoning a group away from camp, it is particularly important to observe proper behavior and 

safety procedures.  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ANY CAMPER BE LEFT ALONE. 

 

Parents have consistently expressed fears regarding out-of-camp trips and need assurance that we are taking the 

necessary precautions.  The American Camping Association, of which we are an accredited member, requires 

that risk management plans be drawn up for all off-site activities.  Therefore, before such an excursion can take 

place, you must have the permission of the Director or his designee.  A risk management plan must be in place 

outlining appropriate leadership and supervision, contingencies for first aid, an attendance list and more. 

 

Prior to trip departure, leaders will be given  resources necessary for the trip, which may include emergency 

cash, gas card, medications, etc. Only expenses directly related to the trip are acceptable, and receipts are re-

quired. Food and snack money is not included and will not be reimbursed by camp. 

 

Keep in mind that when you are off the camp grounds, you are expected to be a positive reflection of William 

Lawrence Camp.  THIS IS A TIME WHEN YOU TRULY REPRESENT THE CAMP’S IMAGE AND 

ITS MANAGEMENT.  You must be courteous to campers, parents, other staff members and any other person 

with whom you have contact while representing William Lawrence Camp. 
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CABIN LEADERSHIP 
 

Each cabin leader will set the tone for the group of boys within the cabin.  You must work hard to develop rela-

tionships with campers, and to promote: 
 

 Positive health 

 Safety procedures 

 A well-kept facility 

 Respect for the emotional needs of the campers 

 The camp’s values 

 

Cabin “chats” or discussions should be held regularly so that wholesome ideals and values are held up to the 

campers.  A good discussion doesn’t just happen.  You need a prepared and authentic point.  Campers always 

know when you are being genuine and sincere, and when you’re not.  Stories in the cabin can also be educational 

and fun.  Good cabin leadership takes time.  Plan to spend some of your unscheduled time each day with your 

campers.  Remember you are on call 24 hours a day (except days off) if your campers need you. 

 

 

SIGHT AND SOUND RULE 

 

Campers should always remain within sight and sound of a staff member.  The safety of the camper is our prima-

ry concern. 

 

 

III.THE LEADER AND THE CAMPER 
 
The primary job of the cabin leader is to provide a safe, healthy and happy living environment for the campers.  

You must be caring, nurturing, supportive, a good leader and an appropriate role model.   

 

As a cabin leader, your task is one of the most difficult and yet rewarding tasks a person can enter in a lifetime.  

You will be expected to: 

 

 Share and lead 

 Allow campers to act responsibly 

 Maintain structure 

 Allow campers to have fun, to be kids, and yet help them see the effect of their choices on others 

 Admit mistakes when you make them so that your campers can see that it is all right to try, to fail 

and not feel guilty…and to try again 

 Become tired, discouraged, irritated, annoyed and overworked and STILL enjoy your experiences, 

realizing that you have contributed immeasurably to the well-being and growth of many children 

 Motivate, discipline in a positive way,  help campers adjust,  recognize individual differences and  

evaluate a camper’s growth and performance 
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QUALIFICATIONS 
Being a staff member is a monumental task carrying great responsibility.  To qualify as camp staff you must: 

 

1. Like children: have the ability to work with them, to understand their needs and to place the needs 

of campers and the camp ahead of personal desires. 

 

2. Be able to relate to one’s peers and supervisors in a work setting. 

 

3. Find enjoyment in outdoor living and have an appreciation and understanding of the natural 

environment. 

 

4. Be in good health, have vitality and maturity. 

 

5. Be of good moral character. 

 

6. Know and be in sympathy with and committed to carrying out the basic goals and 

objectives/mission of the camp. 

 

7. Have skills in oral and written communication. 

 

 

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBLITIES 
As a cabin leader, you will be expected to: 

 

1. Live in a cabin with six to ten campers and a co-leader. 

 

2. Help campers to adjust to camp life and grow in understanding of other campers and the dynamics 

of group living. 

 

3. Set a good example for the campers through leadership, attitude and performance. 

 

4. Encourage respect for camp property and equipment. 

 

5. Interpret and supervise health and safety regulations. 

 

6. Guide and direct the cabin group in a variety of different activities, sharing with campers the 

planning and evaluating of the activities. 

 

7. Assist with and participate in unit and camp wide activities. 

 

8. Teach the activity/activities to which you are assigned, maintaining a quality program that serves 

a range of camper skills. 

 

9. Promote spiritual growth. 

 

10. Promote an awareness of the environment. 

 

11. Participate fully in staff training and meetings. 

 

12. Supervise the performance of junior staff with whom you work. 

 

13. Submit required reports on time. 

 

14. Manage personal time off in accordance with camp policy. 
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               15.   Participate fully with the total camp program. 

 

               16.   Support programs, policies and decisions of central staff. 

 

Additionally, each staff member receives a job description outlining in more detail his or her specific 

responsibilities. 

 

 

HELPFUL HINTS FOR CABIN LEADERS 
 

As a leader, you should be aware of the personal habits of your campers and the ways in which they spend 

their free time. 

 

 It is our responsibility to provide a caring, nurturing environment where a child can safely grow and have 

fun.  The following are some things to which you must be attentive: 

 

1. Personal hygiene: Are your campers bathing and brushing their teeth regularly?  Do they have any open 

cuts or other injuries? 

 

2. Care of clothing and other belongings: Are your campers changing their clothes regularly?  Are their 

clothes being sent out to be cleaned?  Are they wearing bathing suits for swimming? 

 

3. Respect for others property: You’ll avoid a lot of headaches by discouraging borrowing and 

maintaining an orderly cabin. 

 

4. Adequate rest: Campers have a long and active day and need adequate rest.  Your presence during 

siesta and at bedtime expedites trips to the bathroom and other delays.  Rested campers are usually 

happier campers.  (And this makes for happier staff) 

 

5. Bowel habits: Are they adequate?  This is crucial to good health.  Consult the camp nurse if you are 

concerned. 

 

6. Cabin manners: Teach your campers respect for people and property. 

 

7. Graffiti:  Stress its undesirability. 

 

8. Pranks:  Are a good, fun part of camp.  However, stress that pranks should not involve tampering with 

others’ personal belongings or causing physical harm to others. 

 

9. Cabin jobs: Are they fairly distributed during clean-up for inspection?  Fairness solves a lot of 

problems. 

 

10. Laundry:  Are your campers’ names on all their belongings?  A leader must supervise the laundry 

process, both when it goes out and when it returns. 

 

11. Create a friendly cabin environment: Encourage conversation and openness, do not put down campers 

because of their ideas or feelings.  Campers should feel welcome and comfortable. 

 

12. Keep notes: Keep close track of each of your campers,  knowing their goals and any successes or 

concerns they may have.  Share concerns with appropriate supervisors. 

 

13. Letters home: Parents are promised a weekly letter home from their child. Monitor, encourage and 

expedite this. 
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14.    Inappropriate language: Do not allow it to get started.  

 

15.   Bullying: Always be pro-active if you witness bullying.  It will not be tolerated. 

 

Prior to the arrival of campers, you will be provided information about each of the campers in your cabin.   

Upon their arrival, you will spend time with each camper to gain a more complete understanding of their 

goals for the session, including what activities they would like to participate in.  During the camper’s stay, 

you will track their progress.  At the end of their stay, you will be asked to submit a camper monthly.  It is 

helpful to keep notes about your campers.  During weekly staff development meetings, you will be asked to 

complete a status report on each of your campers.  This will allow you to write a meaningful camper monthly. 

 

The importance of the above can not be stressed enough.  Our ability to provide quality camper care is central 

to the success of William Lawrence Camp and largely defines how we stand apart from other camps.  

 It is at the core of our sense of camp family.  William Lawrence Camp prides itself in our extremely strong 

camper-to-staff ratio, which affords us a higher level of camper care.   

 

We make firm commitments to parents that their child will be well cared for, that he will be safe and clean, 

that he will grow as a person through encouragement and support, that he will develop the skills for which he 

came to camp, that he will get his medications as prescribed, that he will write and send a letter home at least 

once per week, and more.  The essence of camper care will be stressed throughout staff training week and the 

summer.  It is key to our continued success. 

 

 

ON LEADERSHIP 
 

As a cabin leader, you will have a powerful leadership role that comes with many responsibilities.   

What is leadership?  Its qualities are difficult to define, but they are not so difficult to identify. 

 

Leaders do not force other people go along with them.  They bring them along, leading by example.  Leaders 

get commitment from others by giving it themselves, by building an environment that encourages creativity, 

and by operating with honesty and fairness. 

 

Leaders demand much of others, but also give much of themselves.  They are ambitious, not only for 

themselves, but also for those who work with them.  They seek to attract, retain and develop other people to 

their full abilities. 

 

Good leaders aren’t ‘lone rangers’.  They recognize that an organization’s strategies for success require the 

combined talents and efforts of many people.  Leadership is the catalyst for transforming those talents into 

results. 

 

Leaders know that when there are two opinions on an issue, one is bound to be ‘more right’ than the other.   

They recognize that hustle and rush are the allies of superficiality.  They are open to new ideas, but explore 

the ramifications of these ideas thoroughly. 

 

Successful leaders are emotionally and intellectually oriented to the future -- not wedded to the past.  They 

have a hunger to take responsibility, to innovate and to initiate.  They are not content with merely taking care 

of what is already there.  They want to move forward, to create something new. 

 

Leaders provide answers as well as direction, offer strength as well as dedication and speak from experience 

as well as an understanding of the problems that face the people they work with. 

 

Leaders are flexible rather than dogmatic.  They believe in unity rather than conformity.  And they strive to 

achieve consensus out of conflict. 
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Leadership is all about getting people consistently to give their best, helping them grow to their fullest    

potential and motivating them to work toward a common good.  Leaders make the right things happen when 

they are supposed to. 

 

A good and effective leader earns respect.  Respect is required for leadership.  A leader who has respect for 

other people at all levels of an organization, for the work they do and for their abilities, aspirations and 

needs, will find that respect is returned, and all concerned will be motivated to work together. 

 

 

CONSEQUENCES/DISCIPLINE 
 

At William Lawrence Camp, there is little use of the word ‘punishment’.  Rather, behavior that is inappro-

priate leads to consequences.  We will spend a fair amount of time discussing appropriate consequences. 

 

Corporal punishment is unacceptable at William Lawrence Camp.  Rather than scolding or loss of temper, 

sympathetic understanding of each boy’s personality and quiet insistence on a few essential rules are more 

effective in developing the self-control which should be the aim of all discipline. 

 

The leader who is fair but firm, who maintains his dignity yet can have fun at play, will be more successful 

and popular with campers than one who is lenient and has no control over them. 

 

Rather than giving orders, an effective counselor explains what is expected and why.  When discipline is 

needed, be fair and impartial, so that you can help the boy learn from his mistakes and grow.  Never        

humiliate a boy in front of his friends or get yourself into a shouting match with him. 

 

Remember that you are his ‘counselor’ and leader and are there to help him in every way.  Reason with him 

away from the crowd, where he will not feel he has to show off and where he will not be misjudged by his 

friends as weak if he gives in. 

 

Consequences, unless they are a logical outcome to the misdemeanor, have little value and often cause the 

camper to rebel against the leader.  Every good leader seeks the advice of his supervisor or the central staff 

on how best to handle a situation. 

 

 

RESPECT 
 

All members of the camp family should treat each other with respect and accept individual differences.  

“Killer statements”, both verbal and non-verbal, will not be tolerated, such as rolling of the eyes or overt 

displays of disinterest. 

 

Staff must not allow campers to tease or bully each other or gang up on another boy.  Be sensitive to each 

boy’s feelings.  Remember that you are his leader, his counselor, his advocate and his defense.  You will be 

more successful with discipline if you show him that you like him and care about him. 

 

Always address boys by their first names and insist that boys address each other by their first names.       

Discourage nicknames that are demeaning. 

 

 

CHILD ABUSE POLICY 

 

Any employee who has reasonable cause to believe that any child at camp is suffering physical or emotional 

injury as the result of neglect or abuse (including sexual abuse) must immediately notify the Director,  
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or in his absence, his designee.  The obligation to report extends to all instances of child abuse or neglect, 

whether occurring on or off camp property. 

 

Staff should be aware of what actions either comprise child abuse or could be construed as such by a child or 

parent.  Staff must avoid putting themselves in a situation that could leave their actions open to question.  

A good rule of thumb is the ‘knowing rule’: would you feel comfortable with everyone knowing what you did 

or said to a camper? 

 

Specific rules and expectations regarding appropriate interactions between staff and campers include but are 

not limited to the following: 

 

 Whatever is done with campers should be done in the light of day and in the company of others 

 Avoid whenever possible being in a one-on-one situation with a camper. When a 1:1 interaction 

IS needed, have it occur within auditory and/or visual range of others. 

 Except for changing clothes/gathering gear or emergency situations, campers should only be in 

their cabins during assigned cabin periods. 

 Double leader coverage in showers (Staff never shower when campers are present) 

 Campers stay out of  leader’s/counselor’s quarters 

 A bed, sleeping bag or tent is never shared with a camper 

 Romantic lives of staff should never be shared with campers 

 Staff must stay out of cabins they are not assigned to or in which they have no specific camp 

business 

 No ‘hazing’ such as wedges, hotbeds, hugging trees, etc. 

 Limit horseplay between campers and staff i.e. pillow fights, wrestling, piggybacks, etc. 

 

More on child abuse will be covered during staff training week. 

 

 

LANGUAGE AND PORNOGRAPHY 
 

Camp is no place for foul or abusive language.  Do not allow it from your campers or yourself.  Report   

problems to the Director or other members of the central staff.  It is expected that no staff member will use 

bad language at any time on camp property or while supervising campers elsewhere. 

 

Pornographic  or sexually suggestive   materials are not allowed at camp. 

 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

  

Information about campers and staff should be treated in a confidential manner.  This means that all requests 

for information about current or former campers and/or staff should be referred to the Director for response. 

 

It also means that information about campers should only be shared with others within camp on a legitimate 

need-to-know basis.  We are not trying to be secretive, yet some situations do not deserve full explanations to 

the general population. 

 

 

REPORTABLE INCIDENTS 
 

All staff must report to the camp’s administration any incidents or conditions which may be detrimental to the 

safety or welfare of the campers, the staff, the physical plant or to the camp’s name and reputation. 

 

Reportable incidents may include but are not limited to the following: trespassers on camp property, inappro-
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policy as reviewed in this manual or at staff meetings, incidents involving alcohol, tobacco or firearms, inci-

dents involving abuse, sexual harassment and reckless driving. 

 

Incidents should be reported as soon as possible.  Incidents involving reckless discharge of firearms or trespass 

by individuals of questionable character, or any condition involving serious or immediate risk, must be reported 

to the Director and the central staff immediately. 

 

The camp administration will decide what, if any, action should be taken.  The camp may require written docu-

mentation of certain types of incidents, noting date, time, location, person(s) involved and actions taken.  These 

are known as Accident/Incident Reports. 

 

 

FOOD AND ‘CARE’ PACKAGES 
 

Food and beverage are not allowed in cabins for either camper or staff.  

 

There should be no reason for a member of the staff to buy food for a camper.  Parents pay a lot of money to 

send their children to camp.  We provide nutritious meals in adequate quantity.  The parents would like to have 

their sons eat well and properly.  It would be a disservice if staff were to provide unapproved, between-meal 

snacks that interfered with the camper’s appetite for regular meals.  Accordingly, parents are asked not to send 

food to their son(s) while at camp. 

 

The Parents Guide states clearly that our policy is that food is not allowed in the cabin.  Further, any care pack-

ages containing food items that do arrive are taken away.  Leaders must be aware of this and take appropriate 

action if food is found in the cabins.  An obvious danger of having food in the cabins is that it is a likely target 

for animals such as chipmunks, squirrels, potentially rabid raccoons, and bears. 

 

A copy of the Parents Guide is available on our website.  You will be expected to read and know its contents. 

 

 

CAMPER POLICIES AND CABIN RULES 

 

During your first evening with the campers of your cabin, you will be expected to outline for them the camper 

policies and to develop rules for your cabin within the context of camp policies and procedures.  Techniques 

for handling this important process will be discussed prior to the arrival of campers.  You will also set up 

schedules for camper responsibilities relative to cabin cleanup, waitering of tables in the dining hall etc. 

 

 

PROBLEMS YOU MAY ENCOUNTER 
 

You are likely to encounter a number of situations with individual campers that require your careful attention.   

In addition to behavioral issues, you may have campers in your cabin who may be bed-wetters, sleepwalkers 

and, more likely, suffer from homesickness.  How you handle these situations can have a significant impact on 

the quality of the camper’s experience at William Lawrence Camp. 

 

Bed-wetting, particularly for younger campers, can be relatively common.  You can frequently avoid it if you 

stop campers from drinking a lot of fluids before bedtime and by waking up the bed-wetters during the night 

and seeing them to the wayside (bathhouse).  The central staff will share with you information that may indi-

cate that a camper is a bed-wetter.  This will help you to be proactive. 
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If a camper does wet his bed, help him to take care of his bedding while others are at breakfast.  (Wear gloves 

while handling the bedding.)  You can use the washer and dryer that are in the farmhouse basement.  Do not 

make a big deal out of it; just let the camper know that you want to help him out. 

 

Sleepwalking is another situation that is usually flagged by the central staff prior to the arrival of the camper.   

If a camper is prone to sleepwalking, make sure that he is in a bottom bunk.  If you encounter a camper 

sleepwalking, talk to him softly and guide him back to bed. 

 

Homesickness is very common, for campers young and old and particularly with campers who are at camp for 

the first time.  Dealing effectively with a homesick camper can have a profound impact on the boy that can 

influence the rest of his life. 

 

A homesick camper may be shy, lonesome or afraid of water or darkness.  Homesickness is often the result of  

a camper’s discomfort relating to the fact that they are in different, less secure surroundings.  They may never 

have slept away from the security of their mother and father.  They may miss their siblings or pet at home, or 

they may feel intimidated in their camp activities because they are not athletic or are a bit clumsy.  The camper 

may have a physical problem that he wishes to hide. 

 

As a result, they often become uncomfortable with the routine of camp or the lack of privacy in the cabin.   

They may become withdrawn; they may cry often; they may develop poor eating habits and likely they will end 

up in the infirmary, often complaining of a stomachache or some other phantom ailment.  

 

When dealing with a homesick camper: 

 

1. Try to identify it early.  Keep a close eye on campers during their free swim, at meals and during 

cabin time. 

 

2. Seek to find a parent substitute for the camper, someone he likes to be with. 

 

3. Find interests and activities the camper likes.  Ask the program staff to accommodate a change in 

schedule for the camper. 

 

4. Let him know that he is not alone; that homesickness is common among many campers.  Talk to 

him when he is calm, not when he is terribly upset. 

 

5. Keep him busy so that he does not have time to be homesick.  Watch the down times or rainy 

days. 
 

6. Do not allow the camper to call home and watch for those campers who may attempt to sneak to 

the staff phone. 

 

7. Be particularly attentive to potential homesickness situations that may unexpectedly arise on 

visiting day.  Many apparently well-adjusted campers will melt at the sight of their parents and 

wish to go home with them. 

 

8. Always keep the central staff informed about homesick campers.  They are there to help you deal 

with this type of issue. 

 

Most homesick campers will wish to go home.  However, most often, homesickness is a short-term 

phenomenon, subsiding after the first week of camp.  It is a shame and often a set back with longer-term 

implications for the child if we do not give him the support he needs to get through this common period.  
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Once a camper becomes comfortable with his surroundings and has established relationships at camp, even the 

most homesick of campers may never want to leave William Lawrence Camp again. 

 

Always use tact, be understanding and supportive and seek the assistance of central staff. 

 

 

IV.  CAMP POLICIES: CAMPER 
 
Prior to coming to camp, campers have been asked to agree to certain behavioral expectations.  A document has 

been provided to each camper planning to attend William Lawrence Camp outlining some of our basic expecta-

tions of them as members of our camp community.  This includes respecting the counselors and other campers 

in the cabin, refraining from the use of abusive language or bullying and more.  It asks that they follow the pol-

icies of the camp.  This will be reviewed with all staff during staff week.  Specific policies are as follows: 

 

 

VALUABLES 
 

The Parents’ Guide specifically states that campers should not bring televisions, stereo systems, cell phones, 

hand-held electronic games or electronic devices, as well as items such as roller blades, skate boards, combus-

tible lanterns, candles, and money. 

   

During check-in, the cabin leader, parent and camper will review all items brought to camp by the camper.   

If a camper arrives with items such as those listed above, it is expected that the parents take them home with 

them.  Otherwise, they are submitted to the office for safe storage.  The camp will not be held responsible for 

lost or stolen items.  Make sure the camper’s name is on all of his gear. 

 

Campers may bring along with them various athletic gear such as a baseball glove or tennis racquet but are 

instructed not to bring archery equipment, firearms or knives.  These items are not to be in the cabin and will be 

stored in the farmhouse during the camper’s stay. They may also bring personal stereo systems but may not 

have external speakers. An inexpensive music device is appropriate; WE DISCOURAGE EXPENSIVE 

IPODS. During staff training, we will discuss the times that are appropriate for their use. 

 

 

CAMPER FOOD 
 

Campers are not allowed to have food, candy, drinks or drink mix in the cabin.  All packages are to be opened 

by the camper with the office staff present in the farmhouse office.  As stated in the Parents’ Guide, all food or 

inappropriate materials will be discarded. 

 

 

LANGUAGE AND PORNOGRAPHY 
 

The camp does not tolerate foul language, audiotapes with explicit language or indecent themes, nor do we  

tolerate pornography.  Counselors are expected to take away indecent music, inappropriate t-shirts and          

pornographic materials.  These items must be brought to the office. 
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DRUGS, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREWORKS 
 

Use of illegal drugs, alcohol, tobacco or fireworks of any kind is grounds for immediate dismissal.  All camper 

infractions of this policy must be reported immediately to the camp Director, Assistant Director or Head Counse-

lor.  All camper medications are to be held in the infirmary by the camp nurse.  Some exceptions may be made 

with written permission from the family and health care professionals, such as for asthma inhalers and epi pens. 
 

 

CAMP SHIRTS 
 

Campers are required to have at least two camp T-shirts that are to be worn for every inter-camp competition.  

They must also be worn to final banquets and for cabin pictures.  Remind campers to save a clean shirt for these 

occasions.  T-shirts may be purchased at the camp store.  Staff may use the camp’s laundry facility to clean 

camper t-shirts. 

 

 

CAMP STORE 
 

The camp store is available to campers on several occasions throughout each week for the purchase of items such 

as toothpaste, various camp wear, batteries and flashlights. Generally the store will be open during Free Swim 

time. Additional openings will be announced during meal-time announcements. Campers should not purchase 

excessive numbers of a particular item, and camp store personnel are instructed to monitor camper purchases. 

 

Saturday evenings are Movie Nights and campers are allowed soda and candy to enjoy with their movie.  Cabins 

will be called to the announced distribution location one at a time, and campers are expected to line up in an or-

derly fashion and to avoid screaming and shoving. Cabin staff are to be with their cabin group.  

 

CAMPER LAUNDRY 
 

Camper laundry is sent out once a week for cleaning, usually on Thursdays. Dirty camper laundry should be 

placed in the assigned laundry bags, one for dark items and one for light.  Cabin leaders are responsible for mak-

ing sure dirty laundry is taken to the designated location on Thursday mornings before first period.  Laundry is 

picked up during the morning and is returned either in the evening or the next morning.  Be sure to collect your 

cabin’s clean laundry on Thursday evening or first thing Friday morning.   Prior to inspection, sit down with your 

campers and make sure all clean laundry is carefully put away. 

 

 

HYGIENE 
 

To avoid possibilities of illness, infection, etc., campers are expected to brush teeth, wash-up and shower daily.  

Cabin leaders should see that each of their campers maintains a schedule for bathing and to see that campers 

change their clothes regularly.  A fresh T-shirt, socks and underwear daily is a good rule of thumb.  Proper hy-

giene and orderly storing of clothes is particularly important on visiting day. 

 

 

USE OF PROGRAM FACILTIES 
 

All program areas of camp are to be used only under the supervision of a staff member.  At no time is the rifle 

range, the archery range, the waterfront, woodworking or arts & crafts to be used unless the area is formally open 

and appropriately staffed.  Basketball, tennis, volleyball, badminton, board games, tetherball and the playing 

fields may be used during free time. 
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PUNCTUALITY 

 

Campers are expected to be on time, just like the staff are.  They are not to be in their cabins except during    

designated cabin times which would include bedtime, siesta, and cabin clean-up. They may quickly visit their 

cabin during the day to grab a change of clothes (such as a bathing suit and towel for swimming) but are not to 

linger in the cabin during activity periods, mealtimes, Knoll Time etc. Free swim is a time where we will often 

find campers hanging out in their cabins. As staff, it is your responsibility to communicate these expectations to 

your campers and to move them along if you encounter this.  

 

LETTERS HOME 
 

Campers are to send a minimum of one letter home each week.  The completed letter will be the camper’s tick-

et to dinner once per week.  Please assist the younger campers.  Take note of homesick campers and encourage 

them to be positive.  As parents are promised a letter home each week from their camper child, follow-through 

will be closely monitored by the Director and central staff. 

 

PHONE 
 

Campers are not permitted to use any phones.  Pay particular attention to the staff phone near the library.  

Campers have been known to sneak in and make a collect call home. Campers may also attempt to use phones 

on an out-of-camp trip.  If a camper is homesick, or needs to call home for any reason, the counselor should 

discuss this with the Director or his designee. 

 

RELEASE OF THE CAMPERS 

 

Campers are only released to parents or legal guardians.  Parents are strongly discouraged from taking their 

child off camp property during the camp session.  If a camper’s parents wish to take the child off camp 

grounds, they must sign them out in the office.  This is extremely important: we must verify that they are actu-

ally the legal custodians of the camper, and we need to have knowledge of who is leaving. 

 

If a camper’s parents wish to take another camper out of camp, we must have written permission on file from 

the child’s parent.  Please refer them to the Director. 

 

RELEASE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 

No personal information (pictures, medical, written or verbal) is to be released to anyone.  Any information 

released must be first cleared through the Director and the parents or legal guardians of the camper involved. 

 

FOOTWEAR 
 

All campers (and staff) must wear shoes around camp at all times.  Encourage campers to wear clean, dry 

socks: this will prevent blisters and other foot problems. 

 

RUNNING 
 

When running, you should consider the terrain, crowdedness, etc.  In many instances, running is inappropriate 

and may lead to injury.  Running is therefore prohibited in the dining hall, on the waterfront trail and on the 

docks. 
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V.  PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS 
 
PROGRAM SCHEDULING 
 

The general framework for the program is designed prior to the start of camp by the Director and the central 

staff.  This includes scheduling of camper orientation, out-camping trips for the various units, special excur-

sions, the daily schedule and more. 

 

Within this framework, staff will be assigned activities to teach, programs to facilitate as well as programs to 

design and implement themselves.  It is extremely important that staff be ready and able to take the initiative to 

lead and assist with programs. 

 

Each week, campers will sign up for the instructional activities offered in which they would like to participate 

during the upcoming week.  Sign-ups take place on Sunday evenings.  Cabin staff help facilitate this effort.  All 

schedules will be announced during meal times and posted on the announcement board outside of the dining 

hall. 

 

The central staff is a resource that will secure necessary materials and props for certain programs, will handle 

all transportation of campers and will help with special programming including rainy day program and more.  

 

DAILY SCHEDULE 
 

With the exception of Sundays and a number of other days that may have special schedules, a normal day at 

camp is as follows: 

 

 7:00  Reveille;  hustle campers out of bed 

 7:30  Colors/Flag Raising: all must assemble at the flagpole for flag raising 

 7:35  Password…in the chapel (Thought for the day) 

 7:45  Breakfast 

 8:30-9:00 Cabin clean-up…for inspection (Campers clean with the help of staff) 

 9:05-10:05 First Instructional Activity Period 

 10:10-11:10 Second Instructional Activity Period 

 11:15-12:15 Third Instructional Activity Period 

 12:15  Waiter’s Call (Campers rotate this responsibility) 

 12:30  Lunch 

 1:15  Siesta (Rest hour for campers) 

 2:30  Fourth Instructional Activity or BROG (blue, red, orange, green) 

 4:00  Free Swim (Free choice of a number of camp activities) 

 5:45  Waiter’s Call 

 6:00  Supper 

 6:45  Retreat: assembly at flag pole, flag lowering, announcements 

 7:00                      Knoll Time (All camp on the knoll playing games) 

 7:30   Evening Program 

 8:55  Evening Program Ends: prepare for bedtime 

 9:15  Call to Quarters (Campers should be in cabins on their bunks) 

 9:30  Taps: all quiet, lights out during taps 

 11:00  Staff Lounge Closes…all camp to bed 
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REVEILLE, FLAG RAISING, PASSWORD AND BREAKFAST 

 

When reveille sounds at 7:00, it is important to get your campers up and going.  Campers should quickly 

visit the wayside to brush teeth and wash up prior to flag raising, password and breakfast.  If your campers 

wish to shower in the morning, the cabin leader must see that campers are awakened earlier than the bugle to 

allow enough time.  You and your campers should never be late for flag raising. 

 

During flag raising, password and meals, the counselors should see that all hats are removed. Staff may not 

bring cups of coffee or tea to the colors line for flag raising or lowering. 

 

After the flag is raised, we proceed single file to the chapel for password.  Each day, a different member of 

the staff or a cabin group is assigned to give the daily password and to say grace at each meal during the day.   

A schedule for the month will be posted, so there will be ample opportunity to prepare.  Both your password 

and your choice of graces should be carefully considered. 

 

Passwords are a thought for the day; they are a bit of wisdom, a value or ideal, a saying or personal thought 

that is felt will have value and meaning for the boys and the camp community as a whole.  It is a thought or 

theme that we are to think about during the day and in some way incorporate in our activities of the day.  

Examples of passwords include: friendship, teamwork, willingness, loyalty, comradeship, sportsmanship, 

diversity, conservation etc.  It may be a famous saying, poetry or a quotation.  Passwords should be brief 

(five minutes maximum).  The meaning of the thought or word is expounded upon by the person(s) deliver-

ing the password. 

 

All staff, unless it is their day off or they have been specifically assigned elsewhere, are expected to be at 

flag raising, password and meals. 

 

 

MEALTIMES 

 

The dining hall is an active place at mealtime.  It is a place where a lot of positive energy and enthusiasm is 

generated.  Spirits run high.  It is important that this enthusiasm, energy and spirit are healthy and clean and 

that some sense of order is maintained during mealtime. 

 

Prior to each meal, campers line up outside of the dining hall.  At the appropriate time, they are allowed into 

the dining hall.  On their way in, camper’s hands are checked for cleanliness and they are asked to take their 

hats off before entering.  Campers with dirty hands are sent to the Senior Wayside to clean them. 

 

Each cabin will be assigned a table for the session.  Campers and staff from that cabin will sit together dur-

ing mealtime.  Occasionally, at selected meals the table assignments will be juggled or free choice of seating 

will be offered.  These will be announced accordingly. 

 

Upon entering the dining hall, all campers and staff will proceed to their table and remain standing.   

After everyone has entered the dining hall, the group will be called to order for the announcements of the 

meal and grace. During the meal, staff should always be cognizant of the campers with whom they are seat-

ed.  If a camper is absent, seek to discern their whereabouts.  If this is not possible, report immediately to a 

member of the central staff. 

 

Pay attention to how campers are interacting with other campers at the table as well as their diets.  Mealtime 

is a time when signs of homesickness may arise; perhaps a camper starts crying at the table or is simply not 

eating.  If you notice this, do your best to cheer the camper up and alert the central staff to the problem.  Al-

ways be enthusiastic and engage the campers at your table in a discussion. 
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Each table will have an assigned waiter from the cabin group who arrives at the dining hall to set up their table 

fifteen minutes prior to the meal.  During the meal, the only people that should be up are the waiters or those 

whose table has been ‘called’ to the buffet line (or center table).  The staff person(s) designated for handling 

grace that day will call tables to the center table buffet.  Cabin groups must wait until their table has been 

called. 

 

Toward the end of the meal, the bell will ring for announcements.  It is extremely important that the dining hall 

be quiet at this time and that those making announcements use their best and loudest voices.  Campers must 

hear the announcements!  Usually at dinnertime, announcements will take place at the flagpole. 

 

For outside meals, we must remain as concerned about hygiene, attendance, diets and signs of homesickness as 

we are inside the dining hall.  Cabin leaders will sit with their campers as a cabin group during an outside meal.  

An overall attendance will be taken as campers proceed through the food line.  Staff are expected to sit with 

and converse with their campers during the meal and not wander off on their own. 
 

 

CABIN CLEAN-UP 

 

Following breakfast and announcements, campers return to their cabins for clean up.  Cabin leaders are ex-

pected to pitch in and help campers to get organized as well as clean their counselor’s quarters.  Each cabin 

should be thoroughly cleaned. Each cabin will be provided with a checklist of expectations that includes 

sweeping, picking up of any litter and emptying of trash.  All clothes should be neatly stored in trunks.  Beds 

should be free of sand and grit and the outside of the cabin should be neat with all clothes from the drying line 

put away unless wet. 

 

This is a great opportunity for building teamwork and cooperation in the cabin.  Managing cabin clean up, i.e. 

assigning tasks, can be done by the group. 

 

During the morning, after campers have gone off to their activities, each cabin is inspected and ranked based on 

a number of criteria.  This includes the condition of the counselor’s quarters.  Scores are announced at flag low-

ering.  Consistently high scores for a cabin result in some form of reward for that cabin (usually a trip to town 

to get ice cream). 

 

 

MORNING ACTIVITY PERIODS 

 

Morning activities are instructional in nature.  All campers are required to take swimming each morning and 

are assigned to swimming for one of the three morning activity periods. Assignments will generally be made by 

unit. Additionally, each week the campers sign up for activities that are offered, such as riflery, challenge 

course, fly tying, arts & crafts, etc., in which they would like formal instruction.  A camper should be encour-

aged to participate in different activities each week during their stay at camp.  It is up to the cabin leaders to 

monitor this. 

 

When the bugle blows following cabin clean up, see your campers off to their respective activity areas.  Be 

aware of where they are supposed to be going.  No campers are to remain behind in the cabin or unit.  When all 

of your campers are on their way, quickly proceed to your activity area. 

 

Each week you will be provided a list of those who have signed up for your activity. When you arrive at your 

activity area, take attendance.  If a camper is absent, try to find out why (trip, infirmary, tardiness, etc.). 

If you cannot account for a camper, a co-leader should be sent to notify the office immediately.  During your 

activity period, a member of the central staff will likely come by.  Report any concerns to them during their 

visit. 
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Activity leaders are responsible for developing and following activity curricula, teaching, tracking camper pro-

gress, taking attendance and keeping activity areas and equipment clean, orderly and in good repair.   

Keep track of inventories and request repairs and supplies in a timely fashion.  Always attempt to run a fun and 

engaging activity so that your campers look forward to returning.  Remember, morning is for instruction! 

 

 

LUNCH AND SIESTA 

 

When the waiter’s call bugle blows, campers have a few minutes to return from their activity areas and wash up 

for lunch.  Those assigned as waiters are expected to be in the dining hall prior to each meal to set their respec-

tive tables. 

 

Following the meal, campers return to their cabins for siesta.  A camper has a very active day and can quickly 

become tired.  A tired camper is not always a happy camper and can become a challenge for the cabin leader and 

other campers.  Siesta is quiet time for campers: a time to take a nap, write a letter home or read a book.  All 

campers should be in their beds with shoes off. 

 

The cabin leaders must always be in their respective cabins during siesta to provide supervision.  At least one of 

the leaders will be expected to be in the camper's area to assure quiet is being observed.  Keep in mind that siesta 

is for the campers and not to be considered time off for the staff. It is also an excellent time to update notes about 

each camper. 

 

 

AFTERNOON PROGRAM 

 

Following siesta, afternoons essentially have two components: fourth instructional period or BROG (blue, red, 

orange, green) competition and Free Swim.  

 

The fourth instructional period is scheduled for four days out of the week and is broken into two parts: period 4A 

and period 4B. During weekly sign-ups, campers sign up for their choice of activities for these two periods. Un-

like morning instructional periods, campers receive only two days of instruction in each of these chosen activi-

ties., although each period is longer. Period 4 activities are oriented toward instruction in various sports as well 

as activities that can only be offered at this time, such as fly fishing. 

  

BROG competitions are scheduled on those days when instruction is not offered during period 4. Campers and 

staff are assigned to be on one of the four teams when they first arrive at camp and then are on that team for their 

‘career’ at WLC.  During the month, a variety of competitions are held and each team accumulates points.  The 

team with the highest point totals at the end of the month is the winner of the BROG competition. 

 

Free swim begins at 4:00.  A camper has free choice of participating in any number of activities and may wander 

between activities.  He may choose to swim or go sailing at the waterfront, shoot at the riflery range, work on a 

project in arts & crafts or woodworking and more.  Special program activities may also be scheduled for this time 

such as athletic competitions against nearby camps. 

 

Although free swim is essentially recreational in nature, some campers may request additional instruction.  Staff 

are expected to be alert and responsive to the camper who may need additional instruction.   
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The ability to participate in some activities requires that a camper have achieved a certain skill level.   

For example, in order to water-ski, a camper must be a level 4 swimmer.  It is expected that additional swim 

instruction would be accommodated. 

 

During free swim, central staff will be out and around the camp grounds.  Staff will be assigned to a variety of 

different activity and recreational areas.  All campers must be at these areas.  Campers should not be in their 

cabins during free swim or simply wandering around and should be directed to an activity area.   

Staff must be particularly alert during free swim.  It is a time when a camper can more easily be involved in 

inappropriate behavior or off sitting under a tree, crying from homesickness. 
 

EVENING PROGRAM 

 

Following dinner and flag lowering, there is a period called Knoll Time; approximately 30 minutes.  Most ac-

tivity areas are closed, such as the waterfront, riflery and archery.  The knoll becomes the focal area with bas-

ketball being a popular activity at this time.  Campers are also welcome to play badminton, volleyball, connect-

four, ping-pong or other knoll activities.  Often an activity will be organized for all campers on the knoll. All 

campers and staff are expected to be on the knoll unless otherwise instructed. 

 

This is also a time for brief staff meetings, leader and camper sessions, trip sign-ups and visits to the infirmary 

for medications.  Each unit will assign staff to supervise cabin areas.  All staff must be alert to the needs of 

campers during this unassigned time. Those not assigned to cabin areas will be expected to be on the Knoll 

engaged with campers. 

 

Formal evening program begins at approximately 7:30 when the bugle is sounded and is usually a unit by unit 

activity, although there may be cabin nights or all-camp evening programs.  For unit activities, campers and 

unit staff should gather in their respective program areas at 7:30.  Each evening program is generally facilitated 

by the respective unit staff with assistance from central staff personnel.  When all are gathered, attendance is 

taken.  All campers and unit staff are expected to participate.  Activities should begin on time and you should 

encourage active participation by all. 

 

For all other evening programs, announcements will be made ahead of time and instructions communicated.   

All-camp evening programs include skit night, counselor hunt and The Honor Society. All staff are expected to 

participate in evening program. 

 

 

BEDTIME 

 

A bugle is blown at 8:55 signaling the end of evening program.   

 

All campers and leaders then proceed back to their cabin to prepare for bed.  Leaders supervise making sure 

that campers get washed up, that teeth are brushed, and that they are ready for bed.  One leader should remain 

in the cabin while the other attends to campers in the wayside (bathhouse).  Campers should not be left unsu-

pervised.   The Unit Leaders will facilitate and supervise overall coverage. 
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Call to quarters is sounded at 9:15, at which time all campers should be getting back in their cabins for bedtime.  

All junior and middler campers are expected to be in their beds by 9:30, at which time taps is sounded.            

At taps, all should be quiet and lights must be out. 

 

Senior campers should be in their cabins and ready for bed at 9:30 but may choose to turn their lights off at 10 

pm.  Still, all is expected to be quiet after taps.  No camper should be outside of his cabin after 9:30 unless he is 

in the infirmary or there is another specific reason. 

 

Cabin time in the evenings is an excellent time to get to know your campers better and they you.  Take time to 

talk about the day’s activities, acknowledge the progress of your campers, talk about up-coming events, and 

reflect upon the password of the day.  This is a time when homesickness often creeps in, so be positive,       

enthusiastic, and comforting.  Be there for your boys!  

 

Many parents are only able to spend time with their children in the evenings, so your counseling, although 

coming at the end of a busy day, must be the best it can be.  Younger campers generally like to have a story 

read to them at bedtime.  You may read quietly using a flashlight after taps. 

 

If one of your campers is in the infirmary, you should check on him regularly throughout the day and at bed-

time to say goodnight.  Pay particular attention at mealtimes (taking food as needed) and bedtimes.  The camp-

er will greatly appreciate your attention. 

 

Once the cabin is settled after taps and assuming that neither leader from the cabin has his day off, one leader 

may leave his cabin until 10:15.  The leader on free time must return quietly and promptly at 10:15, at which 

time the other leader has free time until 11pm.  If an LIT (leader-in-training) is the co-leader, they must be back 

in their cabin by 10:15. Between bedtime and 11 PM, a leader will be assigned to patrol each unit and is a re-

source in the event of unexpected needs.  At no time is a cabin to be uncovered.  After taps free time is to be 

spent on site.  The staff areas close at 11pm, at which time all staff are expected to be back in their living quar-

ters. 

 

 

SUNDAY SCHEDULE 

 

The Sunday schedule is slightly different than the rest of the week, beginning with the fact that there is not 

a formal breakfast.  Cereal and fruit are available in the dining hall between 7:30 and 9 am; the big meal of the 

day is brunch and supper is at 5 PM.  Instructional activities are not offered during the day.  Reveille is blown 

later - at 8:45 AM.  Flag raising is at 9 AM.  

 

The weekly all-staff meeting takes place between 8 and 9 am on Sunday.  During this time, several staff will be 

assigned to supervise campers in the units.  The Sunday schedule is as follows: 

 

7:30 to 9am Cereal and fruit available (7:30 to 8:00 for staff:  8:00 to 9:00  for campers)  

8:00-9:00 am All-Staff Meeting in Library 

8:45   Reveille  

9:00  Flag Raising and Announcements 

9:10-11:00 am BROG 

11:15-12:30 pm Brunch 

12:30-1:00 Chapel 

1:00-2:00 Siesta 

2:00-4:00 Free Swim or Special Programming 

4:00-5:00 Personal Inspection…dress for supper 

4:45  Waiters Call 

5:00-5:45 Supper 

5:45  Retreat and Announcements 

6:30-8:00 Evening Program 
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8:00-8:55 Unit Fires and Activity Sign-Ups  

9:15  Call to Quarters 

9:30  Taps 

 

The Sunday morning staff meeting is our weekly opportunity to gather as a total group to discuss the week 

ahead. It is mandatory that all staff attend (except those specifically assigned elsewhere).  

 

Following the weekly staff meeting, we gather at the flagpole for flag raising and announcements and then 

proceed into BROG competitions leading to brunch. 

 

From brunch, all campers and staff proceed to the chapel for our Sunday gathering. During the course of the 

summer, staff  and campers will deliver a brief, meaningful service.  It is organized and presented on the first 

Sunday by the senior unit campers and staff, on the second Sunday by the middler unit and the third (and last 

Sunday of the one month session) by the junior unit.  The service is expected to be non-denominational and 

much in the flavor of our daily passwords gatherings. Generally, there is singing, extended password(s) and 

poetry readings. When chapel is complete, campers return to their cabins for siesta. Siesta is followed by 

free swim. There may also be special programs planned for Sunday afternoons. 

 

A bugle will blow at 4 PM, at which time all campers and staff are to return to their cabins for personal in-

spection. Personal inspection is a time for a thorough cleaning of ones self and ones cabin.   

Cabin leaders should review with each camper their personal hygiene schedule for the preceding week.  

Campers should take showers during this time, organize belongings and clean in and around their cabin. Unit 

Leaders will visit each cabin for a formal inspection. Inspection scores on Sundays include the personal  

hygiene of each camper. Central staff and the camp nurse will stop in at each cabin to help if any problems 

are detected.  All campers and staff are expected to dress in clean clothes for Sunday supper. 

 

Supper is an hour earlier than usual. Following supper, retreat and announcements, campers have evening 

program followed by unit fires, at which time they sign up for the upcoming week’s activities.   

 

VISITATION 
 

The only opportunities for campers to have visitors this year will be July 21rd, during our intersession.  

Parents of five and seven week campers are welcome to come to camp from 1:30-5:00. Unlike past visiting 

days, there will be no formal activities planned for visitors. They have been informed through the Parent 

Guide that they may bring a picnic lunch, tour camp and use the Knoll and available courts for recreation.  

 

First session campers depart during early afternoon of the 21st (between 1:30 and 2:30) and then Staff will be 

busy thereafter preparing the camp for the arrival of second session campers the following day. Although we 

will be busy with various assigned tasks, it is important that we are aware of the parents presence and that 

we are helpful and courteous. Counselors whose campers have parents visiting will be expected to re-

introduce themselves to the parents and provide feedback on their child’s experience at camp.  

During the intercession, parents are welcome to take their children off the camp property. However, they 

must check into the office first. Parents must drop their child back at camp by 5 pm (when we will have pro-

gram scheduled for intercession campers) OR they may bring them back the next day at 12:30 (for the open-

ing of second session).  

 

Although the parents that visit are probably seasoned veterans (their sons have been with us for more than 

one year), it is possible that your seemingly well adjusted camper will entertain thoughts of going home with 

their parents. If you encounter this, please have them consult with the central staff.  
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While conversing with parents, sunglasses will not be worn. It is important that parents can look you in the eye.  

 

OTHER SPECIAL SCHEDULES 
 

Opening day, orientation, unit or theme days, changeover days, the final day of each month and closing day all 

have special schedules that will be reviewed at staff meetings prior to these events. 

 

Unit or theme days include a minor league baseball game, Olympic Day and Fourth of July. The final day of 

each session ends with a banquet and Candlelight Ceremony.  

 

Once again this year, changeover days will present a particular challenge as there will be more children depart-

ing after two weeks and more children arriving at two weeks.  Although most campers attend William Law-

rence for our full sessions (either three or four weeks), many first-time campers will be with us for only two 

weeks.   Two-week departures occur on Saturdays with two-week arrivals coming on Sundays.  Most of these 

campers will be either juniors or middlers.  We will discuss the logistics for each of these days as well as the 

dynamics associated with these disruptions. 

 

VI.  THE CAMP ORGANIZATION 
 

CAMPERS 

 

Campers are divided into three groups primarily according to their grade in school as follows: 

 

 JUNIORS entering the 3rd, 4th, 5th or 6th grades (8, 9, 10 and 11 year olds) 

 MIDDLERS entering the 7th or 8th grades (12 and 13 year olds) 

 SENIORS entering the 9th, 10th, and 11th grades (14, 15, 16 year olds) 

 

Each group is assigned to a unit, or a group of cabins.  Centrally located within each unit is a wayside 

(bathhouse).  Many activities are done on a unit-by-unit basis, but for certain camp activities the units are 

mixed, thus allowing younger boys to learn from older boys and allowing us to look at senior campers as poten-

tial leaders. 

 

Most years, fourteen cabins are utilized at camp for housing campers.  Each cabin generally has eight campers 

and two leaders making the total number of campers in camp at any given time approximately 112.  Most 

campers stay for a full session while first-time campers often will stay for only two weeks.  A typical break-

down of cabin groups will have four junior cabins, six middler cabins and four senior cabins.  Leaders are as-

signed to cabins by the central staff according to background, observations made during staff week and logical 

pairings of leaders.  

 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
 

The organizational structure for the 2011 season will be outlined in detail during staff week.  Each year the 

structure is refined for the purpose of maximizing the strengths of the particular staff.   

 

The three primary functional areas are: 
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OPERATIONS includes those areas of the camp operation that are in many ways separate from the daily camp 

program.  The business office includes the Office Manager and Business Manager and handles issues such as 

camper accounts, payroll, purchasing and the camp store. Health Care is overseen by the Camp Nurse and food 

service is handled by our Food Service Director. The Operations Manager is responsible for facility maintenance 

and transportation.  

 

CAMP PROGRAM addresses the reality that there are essentially two distinct areas of a camper’s experience: 

his living situation and the program activities that are scheduled for him. The Assistant Director oversees these 

two areas, in conjunction with the Head Counselor and the Program Director. 

The Head Counselor is responsible for managing the cabin staff in the context of monitoring the general well- be-

ing of each camper.  Each unit is assigned a Unit Leader to work in conjunction with the Head Counselor.  Areas 

of concern are: How is each camper doing with his cabin mates?  Is he homesick?  Is he taking the activities that he 

said he was coming to camp for?  Are the cabin dynamics healthy?  Has he written a letter home this week?  Has 

he bathed?  Are the cabins quiet after taps?  Are the camper monthlies being written?  Are staff in their cabins 

when they are supposed to be etc.  Consistent with our mission, there will be considerable emphasis placed on be-

ing attentive to each camper and creating a more ..”caring, nurturing …environment.”    Procedures for assuring 

continued check-in regarding each camper will be outlined and it will be the responsibility of the cabin leaders to 

assist the Head Counselor in fulfilling these responsibilities. 

 

Activities, whether they are morning instruction, afternoon program, evening program, unit days, trips, etc. will be 

generally planned, scheduled and managed by the Program Director in conjunction with the leaders of the various 

program areas, such as waterfront, tripping and athletics.  Unit leaders will work in conjunction with the Program 

Director on unit-specific activities such as evening program. The Program Director, along with these leaders, will 

assist cabin staff in the implementation of the program, secure necessary materials or props, provide vehicles and 

drivers as needed, etc.  It is anticipated that the program will be comparable in format to last year.  As always, staff 

input is extremely important to the execution of an effective program. 

 

STAFF DEVELOPMENT primarily addresses our need to: 

  

1. Provide appropriate staff training prior to camp.   

2. Develop effective future leaders.   

3. Provide continuing education.  

 

We have an obligation to cover an incredible amount of information during staff training week.  This includes poli-

cies, emergency procedures, health and safety issues, effective counseling, etc.  Staff training will be informative, 

detailed and extensive.  Much of the material that we must cover is relatively dry.  However, we will do our best to 

present it in an interesting format. 

The Leader in Training (LIT) Program will have the same format as the past two years. While primarily a program 

to train younger members of the camp community to be future leaders and teachers, LITs will retain some of the 

benefits of being a camper. A seven week commitment, LITs begin on Saturday June 23 and the program ends on 

Saturday August 11. LITs, who are generally those entering the 11th grade, pay tuition to be at camp. 

LITs, when not assigned as Senior Unit campers, will be assigned to cabins in the Junior and Middler Units. Dur-

ing this assignment, the LIT is learning the basics of camper care and it is important that the cabin counselors give 

them the necessary guidance and feedback to be an effective cabin leader. LITs will also be rotated through activi-

ty areas to learn how activity areas are expected to operate. They will also play important roles in the kitchen and 

maintenance, become lifeguard trained and go on an camping trip. At no time are LITs to be left with primary 

camper supervision responsibilities. 

 

The Assistant Director manages the LIT Program, working closely with all staff who have LITs assigned to them. 

We rely on the LITs both in their LIT year and as our future counselors. Therefore it is expected that we will all 

help the LITs learn about their role at camp and give them the guidance and encouragement to be successful.  
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Each week during the season, there will be an on-going training component facilitated by the Assistant Director 

and Head Counselor for cabin leaders. All leaders will have significant cabin and activity assignments. Gener-

ally the pairings of co-leaders in a cabin will have one younger, more junior leader and one older leader. Train-

ing seminars will generally take place on Wednesdays, usually with half of the leaders meeting during period 4 

and the other leaders meeting during Free Swim. During these meetings, we will update campers’ weekly re-

ports. These meetings provide staff the opportunity to share a variety of concerns with central staff as they re-

late to camper issues. This will likely include discussions on how to handle certain situations such as homesick-

ness or bed-wetting. We will get coaching on writing an effective camper monthly, preparing for visiting days 

and more 

 

STAFF 
 

The organizational chart outlines the ‘line of command’.  This handbook refers extensively to the 'Central 

Staff'. This is the core administrative group of the camp and includes the Executive Director, Assistant Direc-

tor, Office Manager, Head Counselor, Program Director, and the Camp Nurse.  The overall ‘Leadership Team’ 

includes the Central Staff, Unit Leaders, Trip Program Coordinator, Athletic Director, Waterfront Director and 

Operations Manager. These roles and the inter-relationships of staff will be more clearly defined during staff 

training. 

 

At camp, in that a leader has responsibilities both in the cabin and in activities, the lines of command may at 

times not seem clear.  However, for assignments related to the welfare of the campers in your cabin, 

the line of command to the Head Counselor  (Unit Leader to Head Counselor) is followed.  For activity/

program assignments, the line of command to the Program Director (area heads to Program Director) is fol-

lowed. 

 

If there is a problem that you are having trouble dealing with, you should first bring it to the attention of your 

immediate supervisor.  If this is not possible at the time, the next step would be to speak to your supervisor’s 

supervisor.  When your supervisor becomes available, you should inform him of your actions.  If you have  

spoken to your supervisor about an issue and do not feel that the results are satisfactory, you may choose to 

speak to your supervisor’s supervisor.  However, once again, you should inform your supervisor of your action.  

 

All issues eventually come to the attention of the Director. 

 

MEET CENTRAL STAFF FOR SEASON 2018 
 

Nat Crane is the Executive Director of William Lawrence Camp. This is his twenty-ninth year in camping and 

twenty-sixth as the Director of William Lawrence Camp. Nat has both a BS and an MBA. 

 

Scott Giessler is the Camp’s Assistant Director. A past camper and long-time member of the staff, his involve-

ment with William Lawrence Camp spans twenty-seven years. Although Scott has a full-time job as a teacher 

at the local high school, he helps out in a variety of ways during the off-season and is a valuable presence dur-

ing the camp season. 

 

Shaun Howarth is the camp’s Head Counselor. Originally from New Zealand, Shaun is currently a school 

teacher in Indiana. He came to camp as an international counselor in 1998. This will be Shaun’s thirteenth year 

at camp. 

 

Ryan Pitcairn is the camp’s Program Director. Ryan grew up in Newbury MA and was a camper for many 

years. This will be Ryan’s second year as the Program Director and fourteenth year at camp.  

 

Alex Camerino will be the Assistant Head Counselor and Trip Program Coordinator. Alex has been both a 

camper and a member of the staff for many years. From Chichester NH, this will be Alex’s fourteenth year at 

WLC. 
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Ellie Rouillard will be joining us as the camp nurse for the 2018 season. We are very excited to have her on 

board. Ellie resides in southern New Hampshire. 

 

Anne Bullitt has been with camp since 2005 serving  originally as our Office Manager and most recently as the 

Business Manager. She lives in nearby Sandwich NH with her husband Jim, who is the camp’s seasonal Opera-

tions Manager.  

 

Corinna John joined us in early 2016.  She is a graduate of Plymouth State University, with a Bachelors de-

gree in Physical Education. She will be serving as Office Manager  and  supporting both staff and camper fami-

lies. Corinna lives in Wolfeboro, New Hampshire. 

 

ADDITIONAL ASSIGNMENTS 
 

During the season, staff are regularly assigned to areas outside of their primary area of responsibility.  Camp is 

a relatively fluid operation with shifting needs.  Often, a person has skills that are better utilized in a different 

capacity than that for which they were hired and are re-assigned on a permanent basis.  Perhaps enrollment is 

down during a particular session and re-assignments are necessary.  Thus, over the course of the summer,  

one may have a number of different supervisors.  Both food service and maintenance are functional areas of 

camp that are often in need of assistance during selected times of the day and to which staff will be assigned.  

Cabin leaders should expect assignments both in the dining hall (the dishroom in particular) and the daily 

cleaning of waysides.  There may also be a need for drivers to help with transportation.  Those with valid driv-

er’s licenses and who are at least twenty-one years of age will often be called upon to assist with transportation 

needs. Being flexible and willing to enthusiastically accept a variety of assignments is important to your 

success at camp and to the smooth operation of the camp. 

 

VII.  EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILTIES 
 
HEALTH EXAMINATION 
 

HEALTH HISTORY: In completing the health history form, staff members must complete all name and ad-

dress sections of page 1 (thus providing emergency contact information), sign at the bottom (providing permis-

sion to treat), record all allergies and enter the dates of all immunizations in the following categories: hepatitis 

B, mumps, rubella, polio, tetanus (booster within last 10 years), diphtheria, measles. (For mumps and measles, 

laboratory evidence of immunity or physician documentation of mumps may replace immunization dates.)  

The staff member is also required to provide all data necessary to clarify any health factors which will limit or 

exempt their participation in any camp activity, as well as information on any/all medications being taken 

which might impair their ability to perform the essential functions of their position. Completion of any addi-

tional areas of the form is optional. 

 

MEDICATIONS: all medications* (both prescription and over-the-counter) must be kept under lock and key 

at all times while on William Lawrence Camp property. Staff arrive at camp anywhere from a day to a month 

before the Camp Nurse does; during that pre-nurse period, staff members are required to keep all medications 

locked in their locker. Once the Camp Nurse arrives, staff members are required to either turn their medications 

in at the infirmary or keep them locked up in their Farmhouse basement locker.  

 *There are only 2 exceptions to this requirement: Epi-pens and Emergency Rescue Inhalers. If you 

require either one of these, they must be either locked in your locker or on your person (i.e. under your control) 

at all times. 

 

PHYSICAL: As required by the State of NH, each staff member must have a physician’s statement of health 

status written within two years of camp entrance that must have been updated within six months prior to the 

start of camp.  
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SOCIAL SECURITY CARD 
 

All employees of the camp must have a social security number. This regulation also applies to our International 

staff. International staff arriving on a weekday will have the opportunity to apply for a social security card at 

their agency’s orientation site prior to their arrival at camp. For those unable to do so, an off-site trip will be 

planned during staff week to complete this process. If you are a returning international staff member who has 

not previously applied for a social security card, you must notify the camp office immediately so arrangements 

can be made to include you in the trip. 

 

 

EMPLOYMENT ELIGIBILITY VERIFICATION (I-9 FORM) 
 

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 makes it illegal for employers to hire persons without verify-

ing the person’s legal employment status.  Form I-9 must be completed by each first-time staff member at the 

beginning of his or her employment (the I-9 is valid for two years).  Appropriate documents verifying identity 

and employment eligibility must be presented to the office staff for our inspection upon arrival every year. 

 

For the purpose of completing the I-9, staff members should bring documents that satisfy either list A or lists B 

AND C in the LISTS OF ACCEPTABLE DOCUMENTS table which accompanies the I-9 form. In addition, 

everyone should bring their state or country-issued driver’s license if they have one. New staff need to bring 

their original social security card bearing a municipal seal, if they have one.  International staff need to be sure 

to bring the appropriate visa (J-1) and the DS-2019 along with their passport. 

 

FEDERAL WITHHOLDING ALLOWANCE (W-4) 
 

Federal withholding allowance is required by federal law and subject to the rules and regulations outlined on 

the standard federal W-4 form.  All employees are asked to complete and return this form for salary payment 

purposes. 

 

Most students will be “exempt” from federal withholding.  Staff members who are not exempt will receive sal-

ary checks that are adjusted for withholding tax based upon current IRS (Internal Revenue Service) guidelines.  

Such amounts are paid directly to the federal government for you in anticipation of your year-end federal tax 

liability. 

 

Virtually all international staff with a J-1 visa are classified as nonresident aliens and are subject to US tax 

laws. As of 2007, international staff may no longer claim exemption from federal withholding, and income 

taxes will be withheld from their paychecks. However, most staff members will receive all of this money back 

at the end of the year by filing an income tax return. International agencies (such as CCUSA) will assist their 

counselors with the paperwork if desired.   

 

SOCIAL SECURITY TAX (FICA) AND MEDICARE 
 

William Lawrence Camp is required by law to withhold FICA and Medicare taxes based on a percentage of 

your gross salary as a direct employee contribution toward the federal programs.  The camp matches FICA and 

Medicare amounts. Your net summer salary will reflect the FICA and Medicare deductions. 

 

Most international staff, due to their visa status, are exempt from withholding of FICA or Medicare taxes.  

If however you qualify as a resident alien you will be responsible for these taxes. A resident alien is defined as 

a non-US citizen who has remained in the United States for more than 183 days during the prior 3 years. 
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DISMISSAL 
 

All staff members are hired “at will”, and the camp reserves the right to dismiss an employee for any reason 

including, but not limited to, conduct or behavior that is deemed by the Director to be a violation of federal 

laws or laws of the State of New Hampshire, or a violation of reasonable standards of health, safety or well-

being of any camper, group of campers or another camp employee. 

 

Except in the case of violation or alleged violation of federal or state statutes (when dismissal will likely be 

immediate), job performance that is considered by the Executive Director to be inadequate or improper will 

result in a warning and an explanation of expected behavior or performance.  Responsibility for monitoring 

behavior may be delegated to another supervisor.  A second instance of inadequate or improper behavior or 

performance may result in dismissal of the employee. 

 

There will be no warnings in cases involving CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOL, SMOKING (including vap-

ing) AND/OR ILLEGAL DRUGS on the camp property or any other such violation that jeopardizes the health 

and well-being of campers.  Other reasons for dismissal include child abuse, reckless driving embezzlement or 

theft of property, unassigned absence or tardiness, insubordination, willful destruction of property, sexual har-

assment, possession of unauthorized weapons, possession of pornography, disclosure of confidential infor-

mation and disrespect toward campers, parents or supervisors. 

 

Please note: in the case of dismissal, you will be asked to leave the camp immediately.  A member of the staff 

will be assigned to help you gather your belongings.  If needed, transportation from camp to the nearest bus 

terminal will be provided.  

 

CONTINGENCY CLAUSE 

 
The employee agrees that employment is contingent upon projected camper enrollment and, in the event that 

enrollment expectations are not realized, the Executive Director may terminate his/her employment agreement. 

 

The employee agrees that in the case of disaster, fire, epidemic, or other emergency that may prevent the camp 

from opening its regular season or cause it to close at any time during the camp season, he/she waives all right 

to any salary or portion of salary applicable to the unexpired term of said camp season. 

 

CONTRACTS AND TERM OF EMPLOYMENT 
 

Each employee has a written contract with the camp.  Employees are expected to be present for the entire camp 

season or the terms of their own agreement.  This period includes pre-camp staff training week and continues 

until the day after camp closes.  Staff not in attendance for the entire term of their contract will have their sala-

ries prorated.  Those who miss any portion of staff training will attend training sessions during their free time.  

All contracts, whether verbal or written, are issued annually and expire at the end of the summer season.  Staff 

selection for the following year is undertaken with consideration given to the needs of the camp program and 

the past performance of individual staff members.  

 

RESIGNATION 
 

The  Executive Director must be given at least seven days prior notice if you plan to resign.  Your salary will 

be prorated accordingly.  (International Staff should also consult their CCUSA or Camp America or other agen-

cy Handbook for further guidelines.)  Provisions can be made if you must leave camp due to an emergency.  In 

the case of resignation, the Director may ask that you leave the camp immediately. 
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HEPATITIS B VACCINATION 
 

Your responsibilities at camp may expose you to blood or other potentially infectious materials, thus putting 

you at risk of acquiring Hepatitis B Virus (HBV) infection.  Vaccination against the Hepatitis B virus  involves 

a series of three shots; two within thirty days of each other and the third six months after the second.  You may 

choose to be vaccinated during your term of employment at the camp’s expense.   

 

If you chose not to be vaccinated and you have occupational exposure to blood or potentially infectious materi-

als during your term of employment, you may elect to be vaccinated with the Hepatitis B Vaccine at no cost to 

you.  The shots must commence within 24 hours of exposure. 

 

If you elect to undertake the series of Hepatitis B vaccination shots, you must notify the camp in writing by 

May 15. Bear in mind that should you choose to have the series of shots,  you will be fully and completely    

responsible for those shots administered after the expiration of your term of employment.  
 
 

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATE 
 

If you are under the age of eighteen, you must come to camp with the parents’ signature form signed by your 

parents or legal guardians, as well as identification as required for the I-9.  

 

The state of New Hampshire requires that the permission letter be secured prior to the start of employment.   

If you do not bring the waiver form, you will be unable to begin employment. 

 

 

TRAVEL TO CAMP (International staff) 
 

Most of the staff will be arriving on either June 6th or 15th. Those arriving early will be coming to attend certi-

fication courses offered. Staff training begins on June 16th. Staff  traveling to camp via public transportation 

will be arriving either by bus to Concord, NH or by plane to Manchester, NH on the 6th and 15th.   The camp 

will provide transportation on these days from Concord and Manchester to camp. Flights should be arranged to 

arrive in Manchester in the late afternoon. Following the airport pick-up, we will proceed to Concord to meet 

the 7:45 pm bus. We can expect to be in camp by 9 pm. 

 

Those traveling to camp on dates other than those mentioned and who would like travel assistance must coordi-

nate their travel plans through the camp office. We will ask that travel plans be arranged such that you will ar-

rive in either Manchester, Concord or West Ossipee,  NH.  

 

No pick-ups will be made in Boston, MA, unless specific arrangements have been made. 

 

BEDDING 
 

Bring a sleeping bag and/or blanket, bed sheets, pillow and pillow case to the camp with you. If you are inter-

national staff and are unable to bring some of these items with you, you may request these items to be on loan 

to you for the summer. It will be your responsibility to return them (washed) at the end of the term of your em-

ployment. If you fail to do so, the cost of the items will be deducted from your pay. 
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VIII.  EMPLOYMENT BENEFITS 
 
SCHEDULE OF SALARY PAYMENT 
 

Salary is earned on a weekly basis and paychecks are issued each Tuesday during office hours based on the prior 

week’s work.  Often, staff do not wish to receive a paycheck weekly but would rather receive all earnings at the 

end of the season.  If so, you may request that the office keep your paycheck(s) safely locked in the office. How-

ever, we recommend that you open a no-fee bank account at a bank in Wolfeboro, where you can have a debit 

card for depositing checks and withdrawing cash. 

 

Unfortunately, the office will not be able to cash your paycheck or issue cash in place of a check.  However, 

checks are drawn from a nearby Wolfeboro bank and therefore can be cashed locally with proper identification.  

Please note: this applies both to domestic and international staff. 

 

Salaries are a personal matter between each employee and the Executive Director and are not to be discussed 

with other employees. 

 

STAFF MEDICAL CARE 
 

Camp staff are entitled to routine medical care through the Camp Nurse at no cost.  Such medical care is always 

subject to the Standing Orders provided to our health care staff by the camp doctor.  

 

Should the services of a physician or visiting nurse practitioner be required for staff, on or off camp grounds, the 

associated cost remains the full responsibility of the individual staff member and his/her insurance company.  

The camp does not provide health and medical insurance for its seasonal staff members.  All staff must bring 

with them proof of coverage.  Unpaid medical bills incurred by the staff will be deducted accordingly from your 

final paycheck(s). 

 

WORKER’S COMPENSATION INSURANCE 
 

In accordance with New Hampshire State law, William Lawrence Camp carries Worker’s Compensation Insur-

ance for each employee.  Worker’s Compensation insurance covers medical expenses directly associated with 

work-related injuries sustained while in the direct employment of the camp and while performing camp duties. 

 

Sickness or injury sustained under these circumstances must be reported to the Office Manager and/or Camp 

Nurse immediately.  The camp will not be responsible for reimbursement of cost associated with injuries or ill-

ness that go unreported. 

 

International staff are insured through policies required by their respective placement agency.  In some instances, 

worker’s comp insurance may apply.  Nevertheless, international staff need to provide a copy of their insurance 

policy number and a signed copy of a claim form, which will be kept on file in the office. 

 

FREE TIME/TIME OFF 
 

Time Off: Cabin Leaders, Junior Leaders and Support Staff 
 

Cabin Leaders and Support staff are entitled to one day off per week or a total of seven days off during the seven 

week camp season. Your day off, which will scheduled based on the needs of the camp with staff divided into 

four Groups, begins at the end of third period, or 12:15 pm (including if your day off begins on Sunday). You are 

expected back in camp prepared for work  by 12:15 (waiters call) the next day. Also, time off will be scheduled 

during staff training week and for those staying beyond the traditional camp season. Your day off is a time to get 

away from camp and recharge your batteries. 
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Cabin Leaders and Support Staff will also have one evening off per week, beginning at the 7:30 pm bugle 

(generally after Knoll Time). Staff must be back in camp by 10:45 pm and in their cabins by 11 pm. Nights off 

are divided into two groups: Group A and Group B. Half the staff is off on a designated night early in the week 

(Group A) and the other half will have a night off later in the week (Group B). Transportation is provided by 

the camp to nearby Wolfeboro, leaving at 7:30 pm and returning from Wolfeboro at 10:30 pm. Evening off is 

an opportunity to shop for some necessary supplies or grab a slice of pizza or an ice cream cone. It is not a 

night for partying as staff will be returning to child care responsibilities. Staff are not allowed in any establish-

ment which serves alcohol. Personal vehicles may not be used for evenings off. 

 

On evenings off, staff may not return impaired in any way. The consumption of any substance which causes 

impairment is strictly forbidden. Upon returning from your evening off, staff are required to check in at the 

office before proceeding to bed.  

  

All Staff 
 

Days available to have off are scheduled prior to the start of camp by the central staff and are based on the 

needs of the camp. The assignment of staff to specific days off is done on a weekly basis and is based on a wide 

variety of criteria that takes into account the need for cabin coverage, program area staffing, the program 

schedule and more. The central staff will make every effort to post the following week’s days off on the Friday 

of the preceding week. 

 

Staff that plan to return from time off to sleep at camp must be back in camp by 10:45 and in their cabins by 11 

pm. Under no circumstances may a member of the staff be impaired in any way while on camp property. 

 

Drug and Alcohol Testing 
 

In that the safety of the campers is our first concern, if it is suspected that a staff member is impaired while at 

camp, the camp reserves the right to administer a drug and/or alcohol test. 

 

Transportation on Days/Evenings Off 
 

The camp will once again provide transportation to and from nearby Wolfeboro on a daily basis when vehicles 

are available and the office has been properly notified of the need. There will be a sign-up sheet  
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on the door to the office for rides into or back from town. You must sign-up at least three hours ahead to be 

assured of a ride. Transportation to Wolfeboro is generally provided at 1:30 pm and from Wolfeboro to camp at 

5:30 pm, 10:30 pm and 11:45 the next day. Under no circumstances are camp vehicles, either owned or leased, 

available for personal use.  

 

FREE TIME  
 

Cabin Staff will generally have a period free during the day. This will depend on the daily activity and the 

needs of the program and will be scheduled by the central staff. Each morning, activity assignments will be 

posted at the dining hall and will show which period you have off. Time off periods may be any one of the 

three morning instructional periods, period 4, free swim or evening program. Junior Leaders will generally 

have evenings off. Exceptions will be when we have special program (such as Olympic Day), Sundays and on 

days when we have staff development, in which case staff are ‘on’ throughout the day. Each week, time is 

scheduled for staff to meet with the camp leadership to discuss camper related issues. This occurs during period 

4 and free swim. Half the cabin staff will be in program while the other half will be in the staff development 

meeting. 

 

Free time during the day, as opposed to time off, is spent on site. Keep in mind, your first priority is to the 

campers. If a situation exists that requires attention, you are to respond even if it is your free time. Staff that are 

not on free time but may be unassigned must report to the program office or the main office. This may occur, 

for example, if you are not scheduled for all three morning periods. You are expected to check in for an assign-

ment as there are always needs. 

 

Support Staff, such as kitchen and maintenance, will have free time during the day that will be scheduled ac-

cording to the needs of their functional areas and will often be different from cabin staff. As with cabin staff, 

during your unassigned time, you are to check in with your supervisor or the office for assignments. Free time 

is spent on site. Often, needs in the cabins arise and the ‘support staff’ will be called upon to assist. Support 

Staff play an extremely important role at camp and are expected to fully participate in camp life, as are all 

members of the camp community. Attendance at Monday night’s Honor Society evening program is required. 

 

For all staff, time off is forfeited in cases such as missed training sessions, tardiness or delinquent submittal of 

camper monthlies. 

 

STAFF AREAS 

 
During evening free time, the recreation room and library become the ‘staff lounge’.  In the farmhouse, these 

rooms are equipped with TV and VCR, games, desks for writing and chairs to relax in.  The ‘lounge’ is open 

until 10:45pm. 

 

Also part of the farmhouse is the loft.  A relatively small space, the loft is designated for use by those on their 

day off.  Separate from the mainstream of camp, the loft is a place for staff on their day off to get away…to 

sleep, quietly watch TV or listen to music as well as a place to spend the night if not planning to be elsewhere.  

As with the rest of camp, activity ends at 11pm at which time music and television must be turned off.  
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If you plan to spend the night in the loft, be sure to organize appropriate bedding during the day so as not to 

disturb your cabin during the evening. Note:  Only those on their day off are permitted to be in the loft. 

 

Remember, the camp day ends in its entirety at 11pm and all cabin and support staff are expected to be back in 

their living quarters at this time.  There should be no activity after 11pm, including arrivals or departures. 

 

 

COMMUNICATIONS 

 
In this day and age, all staff have mobile phones. Calling or texting/emailing on your mobile is the way you 

should communicate with the outside world. Please ask family and friends to use your mobile number, not the 

main number of the camp. Camp phones are not to be used by staff for personal business. All personal incom-

ing calls will be directed to your mobile. Please note that your mobile phone is never to be out in camp and is to 

be kept in your locker in the basement of the Farmhouse. It may be used only during your free time and never 

in sight of the campers. Free time does not include between periods or before or after a meal. 

 
Staff wishing to send letters may drop them off in the outgoing mailbox, located outside the library, for deliv-

ery to the local post office. Stamps are the responsibility of each individual and should be purchased during 

time off. Stamps are not available in the office but may be purchased from the camp store. 

 

Occasionally you may have a need to direct important correspondence to the camp email address or have a doc-

ument faxed. The camp email address is knoll@wlcamp.org and our fax number is 603-569-5468. Please limit 

the use of the camps email and fax. Emails or faxes of a personal nature will not be delivered. Please alert the 

office if you are anticipating a fax or email. 

 

Limited access to a computer for staff to send and receive personal emails is available in the basement of the 

farmhouse.  Since the computer is unreliable and we have limited bandwidth, internet access is best done on 

your day off at the local library in Tuftonboro or the library in Wolfeboro; there may be a small fee for this 

service.  At no time is the Ethernet cable for the staff computer to be disconnected and used with another de-

vice. Further guidelines for the use of the staff computer will be outlined during staff training week. 

 

STAFF LAUNDRY  
 

Laundry machines (& detergent) are located in the basement of the farmhouse and are available for use by staff 

(all camper laundry is sent out).  It is important that you respect the fact that others use the machines: you must 

remove your laundry as soon as it is complete.  When your dry laundry is finished, bring it back to your cabin 

the same day and leave the laundry area neat.  If you remove another person’s laundry, please fold it and place 

it neatly to the side.  We strongly recommend that you label your clothes. 

 

Access to the laundry room is through the door located at the bottom of the stairs by Arts & Crafts.  Please 

keep the laundry area in good order.  Any clothes left in the laundry room for more than 24 hours will be 

placed in Lost and Found (this is not a good thing). 

 

 

STAFF SHIRTS 

 

The camp will provide each staff member with a complimentary staff shirt during staff training week.          

Occasions on which the shirts must be worn include: 

 

opening day, cabin and staff pictures, inter-camp competitions, out-of-camp trips, changeover days,                      

and final banquets.                                

                     

mailto:knoll@wlcamp.org
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When worn for camp functions, staff shirts must be tucked in.  Should you lose or damage your staff shirt,  

limited replacements are available. 

 

Returning staff should plan to bring their old staff shirts with them to camp.  LITs will be issued a specific LIT 

shirt. 

 

SICK LEAVE AND PERSONAL LEAVE 
 

If employed for the entire camp season, all staff members have a total of up to two days of sick leave.  This is 

not to be construed as additional days off: an employee must in fact be sick and either admitted to the hospital 

or recovering in the infirmary.  If an employee is out for an extended period, his/her salary may be prorated. 

 

Leave for personal reasons, such as illness or death in the family, may be granted in individual cases. 

 

LOYALTY AWARDS 
 

The Camp acknowledges those who have been on the staff for multiple seasons in a variety of ways. If you are 

a member of the staff for three years (excluding LIT and Junior Leader years), you receive a special William 

Lawrence Camp sweatshirt. Those on staff for five years receive a William Lawrence Camp polar fleece jacket.  

Special acknowledgement is given to those who have been on staff for ten years.  

 

Also, anyone participating at camp for a total of five years, either as camper or staff or both, is considered a 

Bill Larry (nicknames for William Lawrence) Boy. If you are with the organization for a total of ten years, you 

join the ranks of the Bill Larry Men. A special patch and gift are given as acknowledgement to both Bill Larry 

Boys and Bill Larry Men.   

 

The most significant honor one can receive at camp is the Owen M. Carle Award. Mr. Carle was on the staff 

for many years beginning in the 1940's and was the camp director from 1969 through 1972. He died in 2010, 

but served as a member of the camp's Board of Trustees for many years. The award is given to individuals who 

have demonstrated outstanding service to the camp over many years. 

 

All awards are given at the end of camp during our final banquet and Candlelight Ceremony. 

 

IX.  CAMP POLICIES: STAFF 
 
In addition to the expectations outlined thus far in the Staff Handbook, staff are expected to abide by the     

following camp policies. 

 

ALCOHOL, DRUGS AND TOBACCO 
 

Without a healthy, alert staff, the camp could not maintain a sound program and the safety of the campers 

would be compromised.  The policies relating to the use of alcohol, drugs and tobacco are written to ensure a 

healthy staff, to be consistent with state laws and reflect policies that are standard in the camping industry. 

 

The consumption or storage of alcohol, illegal drugs and/or tobacco by campers or staff is not allowed at 

camp under any circumstance. 
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The legal drinking age in New Hampshire is 21 years old.  The camp strictly abides by the state law and in no 

way condones the consumption of alcohol on or off premises by staff members under the age of 21.  Transpor-

tation, possession or consumption of alcohol by persons under 21 is illegal and punishable by fines and the loss 

of the offender’s driver’s license. 

 

Alcohol may never be consumed on any camp-sponsored trip involving campers. 

 

As employees entrusted with the welfare of campers at all hours of the day and night, staff members are ‘on 

duty’ at the end of their scheduled time off and must be fully prepared to assume their duties in a responsible 

manner.  Staff members who return from scheduled time off intoxicated or hung over set a poor example for 

campers and peers and are subject to immediate dismissal. 

 

All camper and staff prescription and non-prescription drugs must be kept in the infirmary.  This is necessary 

not only for camper safety but also in case a staff member needs emergency treatment.  The nurse must know 

what one has taken, even if it is just Tylenol. The only exceptions to this would be if an inhaler or epi pen is 

required. This must be approved by the camp nurse and Executive Director. 

 

Violation of the above policies or state laws is grounds for immediate dismissal.  Unfortunately, each year a 

few staff choose to test these policies and are sent home.  It creates a tremendous hardship for all concerned: 

staff and campers. 

 

ELECTRONIC SOCIAL NETWORKING PROTOCOL 

 
In this technological age, our concern for the safety and well being of our campers must extend outside of the 

security of the camp itself. Internet websites such as Facebook and Instagram offer campers and staff the ability 

to create personal web pages and blogs, which expose our campers personal information to the public at large. 

They may also expose campers to personal information about staff that is developmentally inappropriate or 

unprofessional. 

 

Thus it is our policy that you may not post or comment on any camper web pages, blogs or pictures which may 

appear on the internet. This includes but is not limited to: staff may not be “friends” of campers on Facebook 

and staff may not have direct email contact with campers. 

 

In that younger staff may be good friends with young men who are still campers, the only exception to this pol-

icy is that 16 and 17 year old “staff” may post to campers who are within two years their age. At no time will 

an adult staff (age 18 or older) post to a camper site. 

 

The camp has set up an official Facebook page. Dialogue between camper and staff may be posted on this site, 

where it is “in the light of day” and can be monitored by William Lawrence Camp. This form of dialogue is 

encouraged. 

 

Also we ask that you consider what you are writing and posting in general when it comes to your experiences at 

camp. Please remember that anything you put on your site can potentially be read by our parents and campers, 

even with certain filters and blocks in place. If your postings pertain to camp then what you say reflects upon 

us and impacts our reputation. 

 

The only pictures of campers allowed to be posted pertaining to William Lawrence Camp are to be posted on 

our official website. Staff should never post pictures of campers or the names of campers on their personal site. 

 

In order to protect ourselves, we will be reviewing the major internet sites on occasion to ensure that members 

of our staff (and former members of staff) have not posted any inappropriate pictures from camp and are not  

involved in any inappropriate communication in general with our campers.  
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STAFF VEHICLE POLICIES 
 

Staff members (with the exception of those under the age of 18) may bring private vehicles to camp.  All 

vehicles must be registered at the camp office at the beginning of the season.  Unless otherwise author-

ized, all staff vehicles will be assigned to park in the ‘super secret’ parking lot by the chalet. 

Staff members are expected to maintain proper insurance coverage of their personal vehicles and property 

brought to camp.  Proof of insurance for private vehicles must be provided and remain on file in the camp 

office.  The camp can not be held responsible for loss, damage or theft of personal property. 
If you are under the age of 18 and wish to have a car at camp, permission must be specifically granted by 

the Executive Director after consultation with the parents.  

 

Staff vehicles are not to be driven in camp unless specifically asked to do so by the Executive Director.  

Staff should avoid lending their vehicle to anyone for any reason.  

 

At no time is a staff member to give a camper a ride in a personal vehicle, on or off camp property.  

Campers may be transported only in camp owned or leased vehicles by a driver designated by the camp. 

 

Vehicles owned by staff may be used only on the staff person’s day off. Inappropriate use of staff vehicles 

may result in the owner being asked to cease housing the vehicle on camp property. 

 

CAMP VEHICLE POLICIES 
 

For safety and insurance reasons, designated drivers of camp vehicles must be a minimum of 21 years of 

age and properly licensed, with a driver’s license on file in the camp office.  Prior to operating vehicles 

either owned or leased by the camp, designated drivers must also have been trained in the proper use and 

maintenance of those vehicles. Camp vehicles may only be used for the purpose of camp programs and 

are not available to staff for use on time off. 

 

Campers may be transported only in fully insured, camp-owned or leased vehicles driven by the          

designated driver as authorized by the Executive Director or his designee. 

 

Our insurance company requires a background check on drivers.  No other staff member may borrow a 

camp vehicle or substitute for the designated driver without the express permission of the Executive Di-

rector or his designees. 

 

Campers and staff may not ride in the bed or on the tailgate of camp trucks.   Staff should caution 

the campers not to get in, on or near any vehicle whether parked or not, unless boarding camp vehicles 

when told to do so by the designated driver. 

 

Vehicles operated within the camp should stay on camp roadways and should not exceed 5 mph.  With the 

exception of visiting day or other specific times, camp vehicles are not permitted to be driven on the knoll 

or playing fields.  Vehicles used around camp for maintenance functions are not to be used to transport 

camp staff! 

 

Transporting campers is one of the more dangerous activities undertaken at camp.  Drivers are expected to 

be extremely cautious, obey the rules of the road and make sure that seat belts are in use where applicable.  

Reckless driving places the entire camp in jeopardy and is grounds for immediate dismissal.  The camp’s 

Transportation Manual and specific training will be provided to our designated drivers. 
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EMERGENCY VEHICLE 
 

The camp is required to have an emergency vehicle available at all times in the event of the need to transport an 

injured person to the hospital or for other emergency needs.  A vehicle will be designated to be available for the 

camp nurse and should not be used for any other purpose without the permission of the Director. 

 

 

SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
 

It is the policy of William Lawrence Camp to disapprove strongly of any form of sexual harassment on or off the 

premises and to take prompt action to investigate and remedy, as appropriate, any instances of   sexual harass-

ment.  The Executive Director or his designees will take appropriate steps to communicate this policy to all em-

ployees of the camp and their family members if residing on the premises. 

 

Under the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) guidelines, “unwelcome sexual advances, re-

quests for sexual favors and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature” constitute unlawful harassment 

when 1) submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly as a term or condition of employment 

or 2) is used as a basis for an employment decision or 3) when such conduct has the purpose or effect of unrea-

sonably interfering with an individual’s work performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive work-

ing environment. 

 

Any employee who engages in unlawful sexual harassment will be subject to appropriate disciplinary  action, 

including but not limited to immediate dismissal. 

 

Employees are expected to immediately notify the Executive Director or the Assistant Director of any situation in 

which they believe there has been a violation of their equal employment rights through sexual harassment.  The 

camp will conduct a prompt and thorough investigation upon receiving notice of any complaint or grievance re-

lated to sexual harassment and will take appropriate action to remedy any unlawful sexual harassment.  In no 

way will an employee be penalized for asserting his/her rights under this policy. 

 

FIRST AID 
 

First aid is the domain of those trained and designated to provide aid in the case of injury or accident.  Certainly, 

we must come to the assistance of those in need.  However, serious or unknown injury requires the attention of 

trained professionals.  This is particularly true in the case of an injury involving the spine or bleeding. 

 

No person should come in contact with another’s blood.  There is a definite risk of AIDS, Hepatitis or other 

blood-borne pathogens.  If you do come in contact with another’s blood, you should report to the camp infirmary       

immediately. 

 

The camp provides you with the option, at the camp’s expense, of beginning the series of shots for Hepatitis B 

prior to camp.  If you elect not to have the series of shots but come in contact with blood at camp, you will     

immediately be provided the opportunity to begin the series of shots at no expense to you.  Hepatitis B           

vaccination must begin within 24 hours of contact. 

 

Emergency response procedures will be covered in detail during staff training week. 

 

VISITOR POLICY 
 

Since your primary responsibility is to your campers and your job, you must receive permission from the Execu-

tive Director before inviting guests to camp.  Upon arrival, visitors must check in with the Executive Director 

and the office must be notified.  To the extent that guests do not interfere with normal execution of the day, the 

camp welcomes them.  
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However, staff may not take unscheduled time off during the day to entertain them.  If you would like to have a 

guest visit, we encourage you to do so on your day off and to limit the duration of the visit. 

 

Overnight accommodations for guests are limited and, if space is available, will be assigned by the Executive Di-

rector. Guests are asked to confine their actions to the central area of camp around the farmhouse and on the Knoll.  

At no time are the guest(s) to be in the camper cabins or use the waysides. With permission, guests may be permit-

ted to use camp facilities but are limited to those periods when not in use by campers and only in accordance with 

camp policies and procedures.  Guests are asked not to bring pets to the camp. Smoking and  storage or consump-

tion of alcoholic beverages must be in accordance with camp policy. 

 

As a sponsoring staff member, you are responsible for your guest’s welfare and behavior while at camp.  Guests 

who stay for a meal must not dislocate or inconvenience campers and should be encouraged to make a contribution 

to the camp.  Former staff members may visit with prior permission of the Executive Director and must follow 

procedures as outlined above. 

 

WATERFRONT AND SHORELINE 
 

Policies and procedures for use of the waterfront and shoreline will be discussed in detail during staff week.   

The waterfront and shoreline are not to be used unless the Executive Director or his designee has scheduled 

an activity.  The waterfront must be appropriately staffed with certified lifeguards who are on duty.  At no time is 

swimming allowed after dark.  Personal flotation devices are to be worn at all times while boating. 
 

The waterfront is a particularly dangerous area of camp and an area where most injuries and deaths take place at 

camps nationwide.  Waterfront procedures and the expectations of the central staff and the Waterfront Director are 

to be strictly abided by.  Activities such as pushing or throwing others into the lake or running on the docks will 

not be tolerated.  Staff will be expected to be appropriate role models at the waterfront or will lose their privileges 

to use the waterfront.  
 

FARMHOUSE 
 

Offices are designated for use by the central staff for conducting camp business. Others may use the offices and 

conference room with the permission of a member of the Central Staff if a specific, valid need warrants such use. 

 

All camper and staff access to the office area of the farmhouse is by way of the door from the library area. Most  

camper and staff business will be conducted through the program office window. In that important work must be 

performed, disturbances are to be kept to a minimum.  

 

The front door is to be used exclusively by the general public for administrative business. It is anticipated that there 

will be minimal need for staff or campers to conduct business at the administrative offices. 

 

At no time are campers or staff to use the visitors’ bathroom. The front stairway to the basement is to be used 

strictly as an emergency exit. Computers in the offices are to be used only by those assigned to their use. 

 

The library and recreation room are available for use by both campers and staff.  It is a primary program area dur-

ing the day and early evening (especially on rainy days) and is the staff lounge after taps.  It is also a primary area 

visited by alumni and prospective camper families.  Therefore, as with every area in camp, after you are done using 

this space, please clean up after yourself.  
 
The farmhouse is also the home of the staff laundry facility, staff lockers and a central staff bathroom. These are 

located in the basement and accessed via the stairway by the library. It is the responsibility of the staff to keep 

these areas clean. Failure to do so will require that they be closed. 
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Private quarters upstairs in the farmhouse are available only to those who live there or to guests who have been 

assigned sleeping quarters there.  Under no circumstances should others be there. 
 

STAFF PRIVILEGES 
 

As discussed, the recreation room, library and loft are areas that have been set aside for use by staff during their 

evening free time and days off, respectively.  Campers and LITs are not permitted to be in the farmhouse dur-

ing evening staff time or in the loft at any time.  As the loft borders private living area, noise level must be kept 

to a minimum.  A TV and DVD player are available in the recreation room for use by staff during the evening.  

TV and DVD are also available in the loft for the day-off crew. 
 

During free time during the day, staff members are welcome to use camp program facilities and equipment that 

are not being used by campers and that are open.  You must abide by the policies and procedures of each 

area you wish to use.  Prior to using any equipment, you must check in with the person in charge of the particu-

lar area that you wish to use, such as the athletic director or the waterfront director.  Tripping equipment is not 

to be used without the express permission of the Executive Director.  Remember that even on your time off, the 

campers come first. 

 

Each staff person has an obligation to keep the camp and its facilities clean and neat and in good working con-

dition. After use, areas must be cleaned up and equipment returned to its proper place.  Always leave an area 

neat and ready for use by the next person(s). Areas consistently left a mess will be closed to all but camper use. 
 

STAFF FOOD 
 

Staff will generally re-supply themselves with soda, chips, candy etc on their days off. Lockers will be assigned 

to each staff member in the basement of the farmhouse. Staff food and beverage must be stored in this location, 

which is off limits to campers. 

 

Such food and beverage should never be seen by the campers. When you bring this into camp, be sure it is 

bagged and proceed straight to the basement to store it. If it is your day off, you may take food and beverage to 

the loft to be consumed. Please be discreet as you will pass through areas where campers may be. You may also 

bring food and beverage to the library and recreation room during the evening after taps. It is very important 

that empty soda cans, candy wrappers etc be disposed of in the staff area of the basement. It is unfair for camp-

ers, whose intake of such treats is limited, to find conspicuous remnants of staff consumption the following 

day. This tends to create resentment toward the staff. Barring announced/published exceptions, at no time 

should food or beverages be consumed outside the farmhouse. 

 

Under no circumstances may you take food from the walk-in or dry storage without the permission of the Food 

Service Director. Often, the Food Service Director will leave leftovers out in the kitchen window for staff to 

help themselves. When finished, wipe tables and put all dirty dishes in a dish machine tray. Remember that 

food is never to make its way back to your cabin or living quarters. 

 

LIVING QUARTERS 
 

All members of the camp community must respect each other’s privacy and should not enter another person’s 

living space.  Only the residents of a cabin are allowed in their cabin.  Similarly, only those residing in the 

farmhouse belong in the living quarters of the farmhouse and only those living in Washington are allowed in 

the living quarters of Washington.  There are ample opportunities and common spaces for people to meet, aside 

from their private residences. 

 

STAFF MEETINGS 

 

You are expected to attend staff meetings unless it is your day or evening off or if you have been excused by  
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the Director.  Staff meetings have been scheduled to avoid conflicts with time off.  Staff meetings include the  

all-staff meeting Sunday morning, mid-week cabin leader meetings and the daily staff meeting after lunch, (one 

leader from each cabin).  Unit meetings will often take place during siesta or on Sundays and there are often 

meetings following Flag Lowering. Other meetings may also arise. Unexcused absence from a staff meeting is 

unacceptable and will result in loss of time off or special assignments. 

 

STAFF EVALUATIONS 
 

You will be evaluated on your performance as a staff member.  The evaluations are ongoing. Staff are evaluated 

by their supervisors with input from other central staff.  The Head Counselor and the Unit Leaders evaluate cabin 

leaders.  The Program Director and the program area heads (waterfront director, athletic director and trip pro-

gram coordinator) evaluate activity leaders. The central staff evaluates Unit Leaders and Program Area Heads.  

A formal oral review will take place at the end of camp. Evaluations are a significant determining factor for con-

tinued employment during the season and for the next summer’s hiring. 

 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 
 

We cannot be held responsible for personal property brought to camp.  You are welcome to keep valuables,  

including money, locked in the farmhouse.  Lockers (with padlocks) are available for each member of the staff in 

the basement of the farmhouse.  

 

In your cabin, we require that you not have items such as open speaker music systems, cell phones, laptops, food 

and knives. You may bring a personal music device which may be used when appropriate, such as during even-

ing free time in the farmhouse. Keep in mind that such devices tend to get 'lost' fairly easily. The use of cell 

phones is to be confined to staff areas of the farmhouse and only used when appropriate. 

 

At no time while campers are present are staff to have earbuds in while on listening to music unless otherwise 

stated. It is important that we are ‘tuned’ in to the world around us and our job assignments and able to hear each 

other while at work (such as announcements over the PA system).  

 

No personal weapons of any kind may be brought onto WLC property without the approval of the director. This 

includes hatchets and axes. All approved items must be stored in an appropriate location and used according to 

camp policy. 

 

No personal accelerants or explosives may be brought onto camp property. 

 

PORNOGRAPHY 
 

Pornography of any form is not allowed in camp. 

 

PROPERTY SEARCH 
 

In order to insure the safety of the camp community, the camp administration reserves the right to search any and 

all areas of camp including, but not limited to, counselors quarters and personal vehicles. 

 

TIPS AND GIFTS 
 

Staff are not permitted to accept tips from parents. This is clearly stated in the Parents’ Guide.  If a parent wishes 

to give a monetary gift to camp, we will gratefully accept it.  William Lawrence Camp is a not-for-profit organi-

zation; gifts are tax deductible.  Please refer them to the Executive Director. 

 

Small gifts (such as t-shirts, books, etc) given directly to a member of the staff may be kept. Please notify the 

director when a gift has been received.  
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RE-READ THIS MANUAL. WHEN YOU SIGN YOUR CONTRACT, YOU ARE 
AGREEING THAT YOU HAVE READ, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO THE 

CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT.   
                     

YOU CAN EXPECT THAT THERE WILL BE AT LEAST ONE QUIZ ON THE MATERIAL!! 

 

 

AREA FOR NOTES:   


